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Have you checked out the new and 
improved lower level of the library? 
Finally, the library's lower level has 
been revamped, introducing a cool, 
retro feel. Last week, funky furniture 
made its way through the library's front 
doors, including chairs and barstools of 
various colors, portable tables, and two 
hush chairs for those who prefer pri vate
The College proposed that it 
would "better" financially support 
the combined efforts of librarv staff 
and IT staff in continually providing 
for students, but doing it Better." This 
bettier work consists ol providing what 
is most effective for students, faculty, 
and staff.
The lech Station in the library''
>y Shannon Cordeiro'll 




by Kaitlyn Monast '13
Asst. News Editor
Campus News
The Providence College 
community received a solemn letter 
early this week when Kevin DiMeo, 
a member of the sophomore class, 
passed away in a tragic car accident 
early Sunday morning.
DiMeo was originally from 
Providence, but attended boarding 
schools growing up. In high school 
at Eaglebrook School for sixth 
through ninth grade DiMeo took 
part in many athletics, like lacrosse 
and hockey.
"He was a really good kid," said 
Teddy Kalin '11, who attended boarding 
school with DiMeo. "He was energetic, 
outgoing, and really loved sports. He 
was a very good hockey player."
Upon graduation DiMeo entered 
Providence College undeclared. A 
close friend of DiMeo stated how 
even though Dimeo was taking time 
out of school to work and lived in an 
apartment away from the College he 
still found time to see his friends.
"He was always happy to see me. 
He was a very good friend," said 
Patrick Vogt '13.
DiMeo volunteered at a children's 
museum and also worked doing 
property management.
"He was a confident person," said 
Vogt. "He knew he was going places."
DiMeo's visiting hours will be 
today, Thursday, from 4:00-7:00 p.m. 
at the Monahan Drabble Sherman 
Funeral Home, located at 230 
Waterman Street in Providence.The 
funeral service will be held tomorrow, 
Friday, Nov. 12 at 11:00 a.m. at St. 
Martin's Episcopal Church, located at 
50 Orchard Avenue in Providence. 
setting. Flat screen televisions also 
adorn the level's walls. One will serve 
as a widescreen for the Tech Station, 
where announcements and instructions 
will be broadcasted. The other two will 
be used for group work. Instead of a 
group hunching over a small computer 
screen, work can be projected on the 
larger flat screen television. In addition, 
color printers and copiers will be added, 
just like those in Accino.
Some may be wondering where all 
of this sudden hype about the lower 
level of the library came from. Actually, 
the activity surrounding this new 
space for students is not sudden at all. 
Rather, for five years, collaborative 
efforts among the library staff members 
and the Department of Information 
Technology have been in effect. Dr. D. 
Russell Bailey, library director, mentions 
proudly that Providence College's 
"library and Information Technology 
staffs have been working more and 
more closely throughout the years. The 
collaborative work came to the attention 
of administration, particularly, John 
M. Sweeney, senior vice president for 
finance and business/CFO, and Dr. Hugh 
Lena, provost and senior vice president 
for Academic Affairs, who called for a 
meeting with higher administration. 
lower level will be staffed by IT 
students. Students looking for 
technology information will now be 
most efficiently assisted because this 
technological assistance is no longer 
isolated primarily for the lower level of 
the library.
IT assistance is now being 
provided on the main floor of the 
library, which is being advertised in 
signs like the one at the HelpDesk. 
The main floor's Information 
Station has been keeping track of 
all frequently asked questions. 
This database is proposed to keep 
track of IT and library questions as 
a means of building knowledge in 
these specific areas.
"Bringing HelpDesk functions into 
the library benefits students and faculty 
in a place that is opened extensively," 
says Bailey.
IT helps train library staff, helping 
them gain the capacity to answer 
technological questions that students 
may have.
The "TecHub," as this new social 
study area is called, is open from 10:00 
a.m. until midnight, but Bailey "hopes 
that demand will be so great to have
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The Cowl Clarifies The Commentary 
Section's Intent
77ze Cowl takes pride in reporting its news objectively. Specifically 
the News, World, and Sports sections take pride in being unbiased 
and true in their writing, and strive to uphold the standards of 
traditional, objective journalism. The Cowl's Commentary section, 
on the other hand, allows its staff members to be subjective in their 
writing. In fact, The Cowl encourages the Commentary writers 
to express their personal opinions in their pieces. The Cowl also 
understands, and expects, that Providence College students will 
often disagree with what is written in the Commentary section, and 
would like to clarify the section's purpose and how it relates to the 
rest of the publication.
The Commentary section of The Cowl has always long served 
as paper's, and in that way, the campus's, vehicle of expressing 
student opinion. Thus, it frequently sparks discussion and stirs 
debate. Students often strongly agree or disagree with the opinions 
conveyed in Commentary pieces, and this includes students who 
also work on The Cowl. The Cowl would like to make it clear that the 
opinions conveyed in the articles of the Commentary section are 
the opinions of the writer of that article, and that writer alone. The 
editorial writing in the Commentary section in no way reflects the 
beliefs of The Cowl as a whole.
Specifically, the Commentary section of the Nov. 4 issue featured 
an article written by Beatriz Forster '14. In her article, Forster 
criticized PC sports fans, specifically fans at a recent Men's Hockey 
game. In response to this particular article, The Cowl wishes to 
clarify that Forster is entitled to her opinion, and in this way, she is 
supported by the paper for which she writes, but her opinions on 
PC athletics fans are not necessarily the opinions of anyone else on 
the staff.
When a reader disagrees with a Commentary writer, The Cowl 
encourages these readers to voice their own opinions by submitting 
a letter to the editor or a guest commentary. Diversity of opinion 
is imperative if we are to ever reach our goal of becoming a more 
informative, well-rounded, and therefore better student-run 
newspaper that fully encompasses the values and interests of all 
of its students. The Commentary section will continue to voice 
the individual opinions of its writers, and in doing so, provoke 
controversy and dialogue within the PC community.
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The Cowl welcomes guest commentaries and letters to the editor from members of the 
Providence College community and outside contributors.
All submissions must include the writer's name, signature, a phone number, and an e-mail 
address where he or she can be reached. Letters should be no more than 250 words in length and 
will be printed as space permits. Guest commentaries should be limited to 700 words in length, 
and only one will be published per week. The Cowl reserves the right to edit articles for space 
and clarity. Submissions must be delivered, mailed, or faxed to The Cowl office no later than 
5:00 p.m. on the Monday before publication.
Mail submissions to The Cowl, 1 Cunningham Square, Providence, R.I. 02918; fax to 
401-865-1202; submit online at www.thecowl.com; e-mail to thecowl@providence.edu; or 
hand deliver to The Cowl office in Slavin G05.
Accuracy Watch
Correction: In the November 4, 2010 issue of The Cowl, in the PC in Pictures section, the 
picture of Pumpkin Fest was incorrectly labeled. It was sponsored by Student Congress, not BOP 
and Sodexho. Also, it was omitted from the story "The Curious Case of Lower Campus," that the 
lecture was sponsored by the History Club. If you find an error in any article, please e-mail the 
Editor-in-Chief at thecowl@providence.edu. Corrections will be printed as necessary.
Advertising
Contact The Cowl with advertising requests and questions at cowlads@providence.edu or, if 
necessary, via telephone at 401-865-2214. Visit www.thecowl.info for rates, publication dates, 
and other information about advertising with The Cowl.
Subcriptions
Subscription rate for a weekly issue by mail is $30 per year. Send payment to The Cowl, 
1 Cunningham Square, Providence, R.I. 02918; make checks payable to The Cowl. Student 
subscription is included in tuition fee; issues are available around campus on Thursday nights.
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Fall Invitational Brings Four Hundred to PC
High School Students Gain Insight from Choral Performance
by Meghan Conway '12
News Staff
Campus News
Four hundred lucky high school 
choir students from Rhode Island, 
Connecticut, and Massachusetts 
enjoyed a day of singing at Providence 
College on Friday. The annual Fall High 
School Invitational Choral Festival, 
sponsored by the Department of Music, 
welcomed 10 schools to the Smith 
Center to perform and accept critiques 
from acclaimed clinicians.
Two festival sessions were held, one 
in the morning and one in the afternoon. 
At the conclusion of each session was a 
performance by I Cantori, Providence 
College's premiere choral ensemble. 
Multiple Providence College students 
helped to organize the event.
"As a music student, I'm glad to be 
helping out today," said Eliza Mandzik 
'13. "The festival is a really great 
opportunity for high school singers 
to see PC and get advice from the 
clinicians that are here today."
The Young Men's Chorus of Bishop 
Hendricken High School in Warwick, 
R.I., performed three pieces; Steal Away, 
Don't Stop Believin,' and Can't Help 
Falling in Love. Howie Clift, a junior at 
Bishop Hendricken, said he was excited 
to perform in the Smith Center.
"This is a fun show for us and I've 
been looking forward to it," said Clift. 
"I am excited, but a little nervous too."
After each performance, the choral 
directors of Wellesley College and Brown 
University offered the choirs their critiques.
Students performed in an annual High School Invitational Choral Festival and received critiques. chriscacciavillanim/thecowl
Dr. Lisa Graham conducts the Wellesley 
College Choir and teaches academic 
courses in the music department. 
She is also the Music Director of the 
Brookline Chorus and the conductor of 
the Handel and Haydn Society's Young 
Women's Chorus. Graham is a founding 
member and President-elect of the 
National Collegiate Choral Conductor's 
Association. She previously taught at 
California State University Northridge 
and University of Southern California, 
where she received her Master of Music 
and Doctor of Musical Arts Degrees.
Mr. Frederick Jodry is Director of 
Choral Activities at Brown University 
and an instructor in music theory, 
history and harpsichord. Jodry is also 
the Music Director at First Unitarian 
Church in Providence. He earned 
his Bachelor's degree in Organ 
Performance and Master's Degree 
in the Performance of Early Music 
from the New England Conservatory. 
Jodry founded the Schola Cantorum of 
Boston, a 14-voice ensemble dedicated 
to the performance of Renaissance 
music, which has performed concerts 
throughout New England.
Along with Bishop Hendricken 
High School, were the Windsor School, 
Ledyard High School, East Providence
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Addressing the Issue: Forum on Balfour
Black Studies Students Discuss College's Perceived Attitude Towards Diversity
by Ryan Post '14
News Staff
Campus News
Diversity is an issue that seems to 
creep its way into virtually every aspect 
of our lives—it is a topic of conversation 
in the work place, the media, and 
recently has become a very prominent 
topic of debate at Providence College.
On Wednesday, Nov. 3, the Black 
Studies program hosted a discussion 
in cooperation with Dr. Michael Walsh, 
dean of the Multicultural Scholarship 
Program, Professor Breen of the History 
Department, and Dr. Steve Sears, dean of 
Student Affairs. The discussion was open 
to any interested student of the College 
and focused on the recent controversy 
over the Balfour Center's move from 
Harkins Hall to tire Slavin Center.
Franceska Payen '12, a student in the 
Black Studies program said the idea for 
a discussion on the Balfour Center was 
created because "in [our] Black Studies 
intro class, we were given the [task] of 
coming up with a project that dealt with 
multiculturalism. Jordan Frias came up 
with the idea of hosting discussions on 
the Balfour Center, since its move had 
created controversy on campus."
Dr. Walsh opened the discussion 
with a brief history of the Balfour 
Center, an organization that was bom 
in 1968 in response to the death of 
Martin Luther King, Jr. with the goal 
of creating scholarships for students 
of color. Walsh stated that in 1988 the 
organization based in North Attleboro, 
Mass, extended a hand to Providence 
...cull > .v<;i m
Michael Walsh, dean of the Multicultural Scholarship Program, addresses students’ questions about the new location of the Balfour Center.
College, granting scholarship money to 
85 students of color. The Balfour Center 
has called the third floor of Harkins 
home since 1994, but over the summer 
was moved to a smaller office in Slavin. 
Walsh said the rationale for the decision 
was "to reorganize the center to a more 
centralized locale." Also, it was the 
opinion of the administration that "a 
center focused on serving students 
shouldn't be in an administration 
building," Walsh said.
A recent survey was conducted 
among students of the College and 
i .T'.V V. ’u ù/w a r-.’ 
produced disturbing results, according 
to the opinions of the students present 
at the discussion. Fifty percent of 
students did not know what the Balfour 
Center was, and only 13 percent could 
adequately describe what its purpose 
was. Perhaps the most concerning 
result was that 71 percent of white 
students were indifferent to the 
concerns of the Balfour Center.
The move has created controversy 
because some believe that the fact 
that the center's size was physically 
decreased from a large center in Harkins 
to a small office in Slavin was indicative 
of the College's decrease in concern for 
attracting a diverse student population. 
One student present at the discussion said 
"the school has practically no diversity 
at all, and it's like [the administration] is 
trying to shut it down."
Sears said he was excited to work 
with students to find a resolution 
towards the Balfour debate and 
insisted that the transition was not 
made due to negative opinions of the
BALFOUR / Pages
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Student Elected as Committeewoman
by Micaela Cameron '13
News Staff
Campus News
While many of our peers spend 
their time planning their weekend 
adventures, procrastinating on 
Facebook and cramming for exams, 
Megan Ryan '12 has been busy 
campaigning for the position of 
Democratic State Committeewoman.
On Tuesday, Sept. 14,Ryanwaselected 
to the position of Democratic State 
Committeewoman in Rhode Island's 
7th Representative District, making her 
the youngest Committeewoman in the 
state at this time.
Ryan is the second student at 
the College to be elected to a Rhode 
Island political office. The first student 
of the College to be elected into a 
Rhode Island political office position 
was State Representative Patrick J. 
Kennedy who was elected to represent 
the Elmhurst and Mt. Pleasant 
neighborhoods of Providence.
The position of Democratic State 
Committeewoman is a party position 
rather than a legislative seat. In 
this position, Ryan will participate 
in the affairs of the Rhode Island 
Democratic Party. In a legislative 
seat, one would be involved in the 
affairs of a municipal government 
or state agency. Ryan will hold the 
State Committeewoman position for 
four years.
Currently in the state of Rhode 
Island, both the Democratic and 
Republican parties have state 
Make a change.
Make a difference.
The Graduate Certificate Program 
for Women in Politics and Public Policy
Join other women from around Massachusetts, the nation, and the world 
in a challenging and exciting learning environment.
Discover your public passion!
www.mccormack.umb.edu/academic/wppp/
McCORMACK GRADUATE SCHOOL OF POLICY STUDIES
committees. The Democratic State 
Committee has voting members 
from 75 representative districts 
which are based on various 
locations throughout the state. Each 
district sends one man and one 
woman as a representative to serve 
on the committee, which meets 
every other year.
"I was elected from the 
7th Representative District. The 
Democratic State Committee sets 
policy positions on issues of state 
and national importance, endorses 
candidates for state wide office 
and elects the representatives 
from Rhode Island to serve on the 
Democratic National Committee. 
It can also endorse a candidate for 
President, although it hasn't done 
so in recent history. The Committee 
may also at times, depending 
upon the result of the Democratic 
Presidential primary, fill open 
delegate seats from Rhode Island 
to attend the National Democratic 
Convention," Ryan said.
Ryan received 1174 votes, giving her 
59.7 percent of the total votes.
"For me, being a Democrat means 
providing opportunities for working 
class families. I grew up in an 
environment that fostered a desire 
to give back. My mom and dad have 
always been active members in the 
community. I chose Providence 
College because I wanted to stay 
connected to my community. 
Serving on the State Committee will 
be a wonderful opportunity to do 
so," Ryan said.
Ryan is an English major at PC and 
is working to receive her bachelor's 
degree in the field. A lifelong resident 
of Providence, R.I., Ryan was raised 
in Pleasant Valley Parkway and 
attended high school at LaSalle 
Academy, nearby PC. In addition to 
her studies at Providence and her 
political activism, Ryan is a reporter 
for The Warwick Beacon, a champion 
Irish step dancer, and an assistant 
teacher at the Goulding School of 
Irish Dance.
"I wanted to get involved to make 
a positive difference and contribute to 
my community," Ryan said.
Ryan distributed leaflets throughout 
the neighborhood endorsing her 
campaign over the summer with 
help from her campaign manager, 
Christopher Nocera. Through her 
campaigning, Ryan was able to 
personally converse with more than 
1,000 households in the area.
"All politics are local. One of 
the most rewarding parts of this 
experience has been getting to know 
my neighbors. I received a lot of 
positive feedback and encouragement 
from neighbors who are ready for 
change and pleased to see a new face 
in politics," Ryan said.
Ryan spoke of her goals for change 
stating that, "good jobs, good schools 
and safety are vital components of 
every strong community."
In addition to her goals, Ryan also 
promised to endorse other candidates 
who represent her values.
Ryan spoke of her experience with 
the position thus far.
"So far, it has been an interesting 
and rewarding experience. I look 
forward to working with the other 
committee members."










by Kaitlyn Monast '13
Asst. News Editor
Campus news
By definition, shared governance 
is one of the key foundations of 
institutions, where responsibility is 
shared by faculty, administrators, and 
trustees. The Faculty Senate is the elected 
body of faculty members that represents 
their voice. However, the Senate recently 
faced conflict when the College refrained 
from consulting the members on two 
important issues, silencing a piece of this 
supposed shared governance.
"Shared governance implies shared 
consultation," said Michael Hayes, 
president of the Faculty Senate.
Earlier this year, the College 
dismantled the previous Balfour 
Center for Multicultural Affairs and 
eliminated the dean's position without 
consulting the Faculty or students. 
In the Faculty Senate meeting in late 
September, the members enacted a bill 
stating how the "decision was made 
without any consultation with the 
students who would be most affected 
by it, and without any communication 
with the presidentially appointed 
Balfour Center Advisory committee."
With regards to the College's 
decision, the Faculty Senate objected 
to the College's failure to consult those 
who would be affected most by the 
decision. Within the bill, they asked 
"that the Center or its equivalent be 
reestablished with an adequate home, 
resources, and leadership."
Hayes felt the College should have 
consulted with the Senate before 
making such a decision.
"Shared governance is not 'we do our 
business and sign the papers and you 
do your business and sign the papers,' 
it's about consultation," said Hayes.
The Senate again felt stifled 
when they received a letter from the 
College General Counsel advising 
the Senate to refrain from discussing 
a particular issue.
After receiving the letter that stated 
how the discussion would "tread 
dangerously on federal and state laws," 
the Senate postponed the discussion 
and consulted an attorney. The attorney 
then made an appointment with the 
general counsel to discover which 
laws the general counsel was speaking 
about. The attorney concluded that 
while claims may be filed, they were 
unlikely to be successful.
"[The letter] was taken simply as 
an attempt to get the Senate to stop 
talking," said Hayes.
Hayes explains that, "on an emotional 
level [the letter] was trying to get people 
not to talk by threatening them."
At the last Senate meeting the 
members voted on a bill that "rebuked 
the administration for its interference 
in the legitimate business and conduct 
of the Senate." The resolution asked 
for the Senate to look into the matter.




Congress Discusses Crocheting, 
Lighting, and Marketing
Concerns
Continued from page 3
Balfour Center and its efforts. "We [the 
administration] are not trying to work 
against you, [the students]. As soon 
as we had the opportunity, we asked 
students their opinions, and then 
looked in Slavin for a possible new 
location. We didn't want to put the 
new center off in a corner somewhere 
near BMSA, as that would seem like 
we were trying to shun the Balfour 
Center," said Sears, who encourages 
students to become involved in the 
discussion process. "The only way 
we can develop change is to hear from 
students," said Sears.
Dean Walsh seconded this opinion, 
stating "we need students to shape the 
community that seems ideal to them." 
He recommended that students should 
be vocal in their opinions, as diversity 
is one of the most lacking features at 
the College. In a study conducted of 
alumni, 56 percent said that they were 
not prepared for diversity in the real 
world after graduating from the College.
Walsh emphasized the fact that 
although the physical size of the 
Balfour Center may have been 
diminished, its services to students 
has not. Walsh encourages students to 
take advantage of the services that the 
Center offers, especially now that it is 
in a more populated location.
Professor Breen briefly discussed 
the history of racism in the United 
States, and the concept of institutional 
racism, which was defined by the Black 
Studies class as "a way of sorting who's 
'in' and who's 'left out' of society."
Breen felt that institutional racism 
was a prevalent problem because 
of the way it manifests itself. Breen 
commented on the irony of recent 
advances in diversity at the College, 
saying "the administration is bringing 
more diversity on campus but is 
decreasing their services to those of 
diverse backgrounds." Despite the 
recent debate over the Balfour Center, 
Breen encouraged students by saying 
that there is a significantly larger 
amount of diversity on campus now 
than there was five years ago, a sure 
sign of progression.
All involved with the discussion 5 
highlighted their wishes to continue 
talks about the Balfour Center and 
diversity on campus throughout the 
year. Payen said, "I'm interested in 
an e-mail group, or anything that gets 
us talking to kids about diversity." 
Students are encouraged to give their 
input on the debate as "this is definitely 
an issue that is not going to take care of 
itself," said Breen.
by Jordan Frias '11
Asst. News Editor
Student Congress
John Nonnamaker made a guest 
appearance at this week's Congress 
meeting to explain the two major goals 
that he and the Office of Career Services 
(OCS) currently have. Their first 
goal is to increase internship and job 
opportunities for Providence College 
students geographically and by sector. 
OCS has noticed that only 50 percent 
of the senior class has updated their 
profile on the new eFriars system while 
a majority of the junior and sophomore 
classes have. Nonnamaker believes that 
the change in the eFriars system along 
with the high attendance at the Oct. 6 
career fair in Peterson are examples of 
how OCS is working towards their goal 
of increasing services and opportunities 
for the student body.
The second goal that OSC is 
working towards is increasing student 
preparedness in terms of networking, 
resume building, having successful 
interviews, and negotiating great job 
offers. Nonnamaker said that the job 
market is now hiring 13.5 percent of new 
graduates right out of 
college in comparison 
to the drop in hiring 
of 40 percent that 
occurred in 2008. He 
informed Congress that he and other 
OCS members are making more of 
an effort to visit classrooms and host 
presentations in these classrooms.
He proposed two questions to 
Congress relating to encouraging 
student interest in Career Services and 
programming. Dan Roe '11 and Justin 
Federico 'll suggested that Career 
Services use social networks like Twitter 
and Facebook to advertise themselves 
and their events. Mike Maggio '12 
suggested that OCS put on more events 
that are geared towards specific majors, 
while Skye Hawkins '12 suggested that 
they advertise their late hours more 
clearly. Emily Foster '13 suggested that 
they host events for new freshmen soon 
after entering the College.
"Reaching out to [freshmen] a 
month or two into school would be 
more effective," Foster said.
Meg Lagreca '11 told Nonnamaker 
that she feels as if OCS caters most of 
their programs to business majors and 
should look into incorporating other 
liberal arts majors into their programs 
and career fairs.
Kelli O'Donohue '11 commended 
OCS for their Winter Break Career 
Shadowing Program and asked 
Nonnamaker if they could create 
a similar program for students 
during summer break. Nonnamaker 
explained how FriarLink is supposed 
to serve as an alternative resource 
for students to network and receive 
career advising from alumni if they 
are unable to participate in the Winter 
Break Shadowing Program or want to 
engage with more alumni.
"If we do it all for you, you won't 
have a chance to hone those skills 
on your own," Nonnamaker said in 
response to O'Donohue's request.
In terms of old business, legislation 
was unanimously passed for the 
Academic Calendar regarding Spring 
Break for the class of 2014. Spring 
Break for the 2013-2014 academic 
year will take place the week of 
March 15, 2014.
Crochet for a Cause, as a proposed 
club, was voted on unanimously as 
well, with 39 votes to zero in favor 
of their passing. Nick Mikula '11 
questioned the longevity of the club 
and questioned its focus as well, since 
the club would deal primarily with 
donating the products that they have 
completed. Clubs and Orgs Committee 
Chair Jen Bencivenga '11 spoke up on 
behalf of the club.
"[The club's] main point is to learn 
and to give," Bencivenga said.
She pointed out that they would 
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be the fifth service club on campus if 
they were to be approved for proposal 
status, which would be beneficial to 
the college community.
The last piece of old business that was 
voted on was the change in wording 
for the rules of judicial sanctions and 
appeals through the Office of Student 
Conduct. Kenneth Woodland '11 
proposed that no sanctions or appeals 
be made until an entire hearing and 
appeals process have been completed.
Liane Nadeau '11 explained how 
the wording for this piece of legislation 
has been pulled out directly from the 
handbook, but modified a bit to prevent 
misunderstandings from occurring. 
Steve Sears, Dean of Students, said 
that the policies concerning judicial 
sanctions and appeals already follow 
the procedure that Woodland is 
suggesting should be followed.
This piece of legislation was 
passed by Congress with 36 votes 
against three, one abstaining and 
two against it.
There were four pieces of new business 
that Congress presented after passing the 
three pieces of legislation. Sweat Free PC, 
an unofficial student group on campus, 
asked Congress to sign a contract with 
them that would guarantee that their club 
"use Ethix Merch or another approved 
Sweat Free distribution for all purchases 
of its attire and material." Nadeau 
explained how the Congress executive 
board wanted to ask members' opinions 
on the contract before signing.
Congress members questioned the 
wording of the contract and Sweat 
Free PC's need to include Ethix 
Merch as a plug-in company for their 
cause. Mikula expressed his concerns 
towards Sweat Free PC and questioned 
their unwillingness to go through the 
process of becoming a proposed club.-
Roe and Annie Milea '12, 
representatives from Sweat Free PC 
who are also Congress members, 
addressed the concerns of their 
fellow Congress members. They 
both agreed that their contract 
contained ambiguous language and 
are willing to work with Congress 
to revise the wording.
Milea responded to Mikula's concern 
about their club's status. "There was 
no point in us becoming a recognized 
club. We're a self dissolving club. Our 
work is done once apparel and the 
bookstore at PC is sweat shop free," 
Milea said.
Congress members agreed to do 
more research on the topic and revisit 
the contract another time.




at the Congress 
meeting by
Katie Kennedy '11, president of AMA. 
She explained how the club has over 
50 members with 30 paying optional 
dues. If her club is approved, she looks 
forward to working with the national 
organization, Future Friar Executives, 
and other entrepreneurial groups on 
campus.
The last two pieces of new business 
had to do with class changes after the 
registration period and lighting on 
upper campus.
Patricia Carroll '11 proposed 
that departments and programs 
immediately notify students via e-mail 
when a class meeting time or day 
changes after registration has occurred.
Woodland, Jasiel Correia '13, 
and Mark Caprio '14, presented 
legislation on adding and 
maintaining lighting on the Aquinas 
circle near Aquinas Hall.
Casey Wheeler '13 gave a 
PowerPoint presentation in front 
of Congress, pointing out the areas 
where lighting is scarce near the upper 
campus quad.
Wheeler concluded that the quad 
side of Aquinas is fairly lit while the 
driveway and library side's lack of 
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The Stigma of Stereotypes
Organizations Sponsor "Project Stereotype" to Raise Awareness
by Kaitlyn Monast '13
Asst. News Editor
Campus News
"Privileged," "My goal in life is to get 
married and have children," "I am black so 
I am ghetto," “I Love Tacos."
Walking around Providence 
College on Wednesday, students 
wore signs with stereotypes similar to 
these, shedding light on stereotypes 
commonly associated with different 
people. Mexicans must love tacos, 
Asians must be Chinese or Japanese, 
and gay men must act feminine.
Project Stereotype, sponsored 
by S.O.A.R, S.H.E.P.A.R.D, and 
Afro-AM, was a day long program 
where students were given the 
opportunity to write the stereotype, 
or stereotypes, they deal with every 
day. Walking around campus, 
stereotypes ranged from race 
and gender to majors and socio­
economic status.
Students were later given the 
opportunity to speak with four 
faculty members and discuss 
the stereotypes, their personal 
experiences, and their beliefs on 
how and why stereotypes exist.
During the discussion, students began 
by speaking about what stereotypes 
they chose and why. One student 
chose "privileged" because people
the BRYANT
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Horton Sears ’13 explains the stereotype that he chose to attendees.
automatically assume that every person 
attending the College must be well-off. 
She spoke of her own life experiences 
that completed this refuted false claim.
Alexana Montinola '13, an 
international student, chose "ESL" 
as her stereotype. She explained 
how people assume she cannot 
speak English, or that she learned 
the language in America, when in 
fact she spoke English in her home 
in the Philippines.
"One comment I always get is 'wow, 
your English is really good,"' she said. 
"All I can say to that is 'yours is too.'"
Sophia Romeu '13 wore the 
stereotype "my goal in life is to get 
married and have children." As a 
woman, the stereotypical social role is 
to run the household. She asserted that 
while she may do this in the future, it 
is not necessarily the path she wants to 
take right now.
Many students spoke about how 
their location could change the 
stereotypes placed upon them.
"While I was home, I was 
considered 'white' because everyone 
was more Mexican than me, but here 
I am considered Latina," said Magali 
Garcia-Pietsch '13.
The discussion then turned to 
how people automatically correlate 
a trait to someone's character. For 
instance, an Asian student is good 
at math because they are Asian, or 
an African American student is here 
on scholarship because they are 
African American. All the students 
at the discussion agreed that just 
because a person falls within a 
certain category, it does not mean it 
is caused by their ethnicity.
Students also spoke of how people 
automatically assume that one 
person can represent everyone in a 
particular culture. For instance, one 
student spoke of how he was always 
being asked how men think in a 
women studies class. One student's 
stereotype took claim to this saying, 
"I represent all Latinos.
Students also spoke about how a 
common mentality people have is "us 
versus them."
"Even if you are the exception to 
one stereotype of a category, people 
will always place you in a different 
stereotype of that category," said 
Andres Flores '12. "That is what 
puts you over there and makes us 
who we are."
In today's diverse society, students 
feel that stereotypes are easier for 
people to use.
"[In] society, you are 
individualized," said Beth Killian 
'11. "People don't get to know 
someone who is different. When you 
encounter someone who is different, 
you assume you know who and how 
they are, which makes it easier. It is 
really important to have education 
and communication. The challenge 
is to take the time to talk and get to 
know people."
The discussion ended off of Killian's 
idea. Students spoke about the need to 
individualize people and treat them 
for who they are, rather than make 
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staff until 2:00 a.m.."
This notion seems attainable 
considering the high demand for the 
facility in the first place. As soon as the 
carpeting was put down, students were 
already flooding into the space, borrowing 
furniture from nearby offices, or just 
sprawling out on the carpet. Thankfully, 
TecHub has provided more comfortable 
accommodations for eager students.
"The high top tables with barstools 
allow for students to comfortably pull 
up on the outside to do work with their 
laptops. There is lots of power in the 
area," says Beatrice Pulliam, Library 
Commons Librarian for Technology 
and Access.
Pulliam continues saying, "WIFI has 
been added and Macs and Mac Minis 
will be provided for students. Hopefully, 
this place will become the center of 
activity for work and studying."
The completion of this project will 
sport new lighting, art décor, a painted 
ceiling, and a fully furnished area for 
studying. The furniture was agreed on 
by students, Pulliam, and James Rizzo, 
Help Desk manager. Rizzo emphasizes 
that the extensive, collaborative work 
"serves student proposes and provides 
the technology to deliver everything the 
library has been providing and more." 
Library and IT staff stand alongside 
TecHubie, the TecHub mascot, rooting 
for the successful implementation of their 
collaborative work. Over the next few 
months administration will have sessions 
with students for suggestions on future 
adjustments to the project. Bailey defines 
the efforts behind this project as an effort 
"to build concrete sidewalks where we 
know people like to walk." So walk on 
down to the library's lower level, and be 
sure to take part in the formal blast opening 







Continued from page 3
High School, Mt. Hope High School, 
Portsmouth High School, Cranston 
High School, South Kingston High 
School, North Smithfield High School, 
and Ponaganset High School.
Matt Cunningham '12 and Anna 
O'Connell '12 managed the crowds of 
students, getting them on and off the 
stage in an organized fashion during 
the afternoon session.
"There are a ton of students here 
today so it's a little crazy, but it's an 
exciting event for them and for us," 
said O'Connell. "It's not a competition, 
but a chance for the students to hear 
from experienced clinicians and use 
their tips to improve."
High school students were 
invited to attend the Providence 
College Department of Music Open 
House on Nov. 11. The event allows 
potential music students to attend 
classes, ensemble rehearsals, listen 
to students perform, and audition 
by appointment for acceptance into 
the program.
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Emergency Budget Cuts in Ireland
by Molly Driessen '12
World Staff
Ireland
Recently, the Irish government 
submitted proposals for its 2010 budget. 
The budget includes wide-ranging 
cuts in order to reduce the country's 
deficit. While the exact budget will 
not come out until December, it will 
cut €15 billion. For this year alone, the 
deficit is estimated to soar to 32 percent 
of the GDP. Ireland's debt is affecting 
the European Union's economy, and 
the EU is taking the new budget very 
seriously. According to ELI Business, 
"This provides an important anchor for 
financial markets and also underlines 
the Irish authorities' commitment to 
putting public debt on a sustainable 
downward path in the near future."
Ireland's goal is to reduce debt over 
the next four years. Hopefully, the 
deficit will be down to three percent 
by 2014. Among the reforms included 
in the budget are higher taxes, reduced 
public services, and reduced welfare. 
According to the BBC, the breakdown 
of cuts includes €760 million in welfare, 
€980 million on day-to-day spending 
programs, €960 million on investment 
projects, €16 a month in child benefits, 
carbon tax, and excise on liquor, among 
others. These cuts are also meant to 
encourage foreign investment, recover 
Ireland's foreign reputation, regain 
competitiveness, and increase exports. 
Last week, Ireland's 10-year bonds 
were revealed to be at a record high of 
7.69 percent, which has been a source of 
concern for foreign investors. Ireland
COURTESY OF THE GUARDIAN
Ireland’s First Minister, Peter Robinson (left), meets with Deputy First Minister Martin McGuinness
(right).
is realizing that they will not be able 
to depend on foreign investment to 
bring them out of their recession. A 
high amount of Irish-owned assets 
are abroad and contribute to the €50 
billion in revenue that returns to 
Ireland. This has increased the impact 
of large Irish multinationals that 
are seeking to gain further business 
abroad. According to Irish Finance 
News, "[TJhe argument here is that 
Ireland continues to attract substantial 
foreign direct investment but outward 
investment by Irish companies more 
than matches FDI (foreign direct 
investment), giving an international 
footprint to Irish business." With the 
huge deficit, Ireland is also no longer 
successful in attracting large American 
corporations, which is contributing to 
a fall-off in greenfield investments.
If Ireland refuses to implement 
the new budget and seek structural 
reform, investors and buyers of 
foreign bonds will stop. Back in 
September, Danny McCoy, the 
executive of the Irish Business and 
Employers' Confederation (IBEC), 
stated to The Financial Times, "[H] 
ouseholds have the money but they're 
spooked by the scale of the budget 
cuts and the bank costs. My objection 
to increasing the €3 billion figure 
[budget fiscal adjustment] is what 
that will be signaling to consumers. 
It will encourage more precautionary 
savings, and will therefore be 
counterproductive." Irish households 
are part of the wealthiest in the EU, 
as they support non-cyclical property 
tax. The fiscal policy is mostly pro- 
cyclical. It has boosted the economy 
during times of growth, but has 
reversed when the economy recedes. 
Previous to the new budget, close to 
40 percent of income earners did not 
pay an income tax, according to the 
BBC. The tax system had favored the 
wealthy individuals, who were able 
to put their money in property and 
pension funds, which have proven 
to be illiquid. The new budget ■ is 
supposed to encourage more "rainy 
day" assets. The budget will be more 
progressive, as it places a new burden 
on the higher income families. The 
restructuring of the tax system is vital 
for Ireland to take the €15 billion cut 
seriously. Even government officials 
will be receiving income reductions. 
Taoiseach (prime minister) Brian 
Cowen's income will be reduced by 
20 percent.
In changing the budget, Ireland 
has looked to the EU for support and 
created an agency to control assets from 
banks. Ireland recently applied to the 
EU for the funding of 850 workers who 
lost their jobs in the airline industry. 
According to Finfacts, the Minister for 
Finance stated, "[T]he endorsement 
of the EU Ministers, the Commission 
and the ECB will be of key importance 
in demonstrating to the markets the 
soundness and credibility of our 
Plan." Unemployment is expected to 
rise from 11.8 percent to 15.5 percent 
in the upcoming year, according to 
the IMF. The new budget and deep 
recession has brought about much 
social unrest, protests, and lack of trust 
in the government. The government is 
calling for a change in ideology and 
a need to rethink the previously held 
free-market fundamentalism.
Mass Grave Discovered in Mexico
by Lynnzie Marinaccio '13
World Staff
Mexico
On Sept. 30, 2010, 20 Mexican 
tourists were kidnapped in the town 
of Acapulco. The men were visiting 
from the state of Michoacan, which 
borders the state of Guerrero, where 
the city of Acapulco is located. 
Acapulco is situated on the west 
coast of Mexico and is famous for 
its beach resorts and nightlife. These 
men were on a bus in search of a 
place to stay during their visit when 
they were abducted by men with 
guns. Two men traveling with the 
group had split up from the others 
during the time of the kidnapping 
and reported to the Guerrero police 
that they witnessed two of their 
friends being put into a white truck, 
which the police then reported 
to CNN.
The authorities investigating 
the disappearance believed that 
the kidnappers were involved in 
"illicit activities," as the Secretary 
General of Guerrero, Israel Soberanis 
Nogueda, told CNN reporters back 
in the beginning of October. At this 
time, David Augusto Sotelo Rosas, 
the Attorney General, was expecting 
some sort of ransom or demand, 
since this is typically associated 
with kidnappings. However, neither 
police nor government authorities 
received any kind of note or 
instructions. According to the family 
members of these men, the group 
was in Acapulco for the sole purpose 
of vacation and was not connected 
with any type of organized crime. 
Most of the men were mechanics 
or carpenters.
Last week, a mass grave was 
discovered in the village of 
Tuneingo, which is directly outside 
of Acapulco. According to CNN, 18 
bodies have been found at the grave, 
thus far. Authorities have reason to 
believe that these bodies belong to 
the men that were kidnapped back 
in September. They also suspect that 
the men were not actually tourists, 
but were involved in a drug cartel. 
The discovery of this grave was made 
after a video appeared on the Internet 
on Wednesday, one day prior to the 
bodies being found. The video shows 
two men essentially confessing to the 
kidnappings. The two men are being 
questioned about the disappearances 
and claim that they were given 
orders to kill the men and locally 
bury the bodies. As of Thursday, the 
source and legitimacy of the video 
were still being investigated, as well 
as the identity of the bodies found in 
the mass grave.
The online news source Hispanic 
News Network U.S.A, goes more 
into detail about the content of 
the video. This source claims that
Eighteen bodies were found in this grave at Tuneingo, outside of Acapulco.
the kidnapping was a result of 
continuous disputes between two 
different drug cartels. According to 
this Web site, the men in the video 
explain that they were instructed to 
take the victims to Cuernavaca, which 
is the capital city of the Mexican state 
of Morelos and is approximately 180 
miles away from Acapulco. Morelos 
is a small, landlocked state that 
borders Guerrero. The kidnappers 
were unable to complete their task 
of traveling to Cuernavaca due to 
military roadblocks. They claim that 
they were then ordered by their boss 
to execute the victims and bury their 
bodies in a cemetery in Tuneingo. 
Hispanic News Network also reports 
that two bodies were discovered at 
the cemetery on Tuesday, two days 
before the remaining bodies were 
discovered, with a message for the 
police that gave up the aliases of 
seven people supposedly involved 
in the kidnappings and murders. 
The message was signed by the 
Cartel Independiente de Acapulco, 
or C.I.D.A., which is the drug cartel 
believed to be responsible for these 
crimes. Ironically, the message 
contained the command "stop killing 
innocent people."
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Midterm Election Analysis
Tea Party: Post-Election Obama's Challenges
by Adam Staropoli '14
World Staff
United States
Political pundits had long predicted 
the outcome of the 2010 midterm election 
in which the Republicans would take the 
House, but no one predicted the exact 
level of the GOP tidal wave that swept 
through both houses.
Democrats had held a majority of 257 
out of the 435 seats in the House since 
their sweeping victory in 2008. Overall, 
the Republicans made a gain of 60 seats, 
the largest number of House seats gained 
by any party in a midterm election since 
1938, now holding 239 of the 435 seats.
Election night 2010 did not unseat the 
Democrats as the majority party in the 
Senate, but Republicans did gain 6 seats, 
leaving the make-up of the Senate 53 to 46 
(the outcome of the Senate race in Alaska 
has still not been confirmed).
This election is consistent with U.S. 
political history. The incumbent majority 
party has always been the target of 
the American people during midterm 
elections. In the midterm election of 1978, 
the majority Democrats lost seats in both 
houses, but it held onto its majority. What 
differentiated this election from others 
was the Tea Party.
The Tea Party took action by 
backing candidates who support small 
government. While many got the support 
needed to win primaries, others did not. 
Moderate Republicans Lisa Murkowski 
of Alaska and Bob Bennet of Utah lost 
the Senate Republican primaries for their 
states. Murkowski would eventually 
declare a "write-in" campaign, in which 
voters would have to write her name 
on the ballot if they wanted to vote 
for her. Even party favorites such as 
John McCain faced a Senate primary 
challenge by former Congressman J.D. 
Hayworth. This was due to accusations 
that McCain's "maverick" persona 
was contrary to the strict conservative 
nature of the Tea Party.
The idea of "bringing the Republican 
party back to its conservative roots" 
fueled those who supported the 
Tea Party to vote in overwhelming 
numbers. As a result, Republicans 
managed to make significant gains in 
both houses of Congress.
However, the Tea Party is not an 
absolute good for the GOP. Some 
argue that the Tea Party actually held 
back the momentum of this election. 
USA Today reports that the Tea Party 
is addressing criticisms that some 
supported candidates (Christine 
O'Donnell in Delaware, Sharron 
Angle in Nevada) lost because of the 
extreme messages that the candidates 
boasted were Tea Party-supported. 
Former White House speechwriter 
for Bush David Frum complained 
that "three ridiculously winnable 
Senate seats" [Delaware, Nevada and 
Colorado] were "thrown away."
In reaction to the results, Obama has 
shown that he is open to compromise 
with the new Congress. "I do believe 
there is hope for civility," Obama 
said. "I do believe there is hope for 
progress." Certainly, the American 
people hope that progress will come 
as a result of compromise. Dark 
reminders of gridlock during the 
Clinton administration are above all 
those who remember the government 
shutdown and budget standoff during 
the Clinton administration.
by Laura O'Neill '13
World Staff
United States
While the frantic competition 
surrounding the hotly contested 
midterm elections has finally drawn to 
a close, President Obama and currently 
seated representatives are preparing 
for the real battle to begin once the 
newly elected Republicans arrive in 
January. Already facing enormous 
challenges posed by a struggling 
economy and rising unemployment, 
there is widespread discussion among 
political pundits concerning what items 
on the president's agenda are certain 
to be impeded or eliminated with the 
induction of a divided Congress.
One policy area where the president 
will certainly face renewed opposition 
concerns Health Care reform. In the 
comfort of the Democratic majority 
in both houses of Congress, President 
Obama passed landmark Health 
Care legislation intended to award 
an estimated 40 million Americans 
with affordable medical coverage. The 
bill, previously opposed by the 
Republican minority as an example 
of the government overstepping its 
authority, will again come under attack 
by a fresh batch of conservatives eager 
to repeal the bill. While the Democrats 
remain in control of the Senate, control 
of the House gives the new majority 
the power to cut appropriations slated 
to fund the implementation of the 
president's reform.
Another looming battle concerns the 
future of the Bush tax cuts. Implemented 
in 2001 and 2003, the former president's 
policy reflects a "trickle down" 
economic strategy and grants tax 
cuts to the upper class. Due to expire 
at the end of this year, the president 
intends to maintain lower rates for 
those individuals who earn less than 
$200,000 annually arid for families 
who earn less than $250,000, while 
tax breaks for wealthier Americans 
will expire as scheduled. Republicans 
oppose this plan and wish to extend 
the deadline to preserve all tax cuts 
under the argument that an increase 
in taxes on any level would endanger 
the fragile economic recovery. This 
willingness on both sides to at least 
maintain lower taxes for middle and 
lower-income peoples is a "rare area 
of agreement" from which further 
economic negations could take form.
Intense opposition to the 
president's agenda is also expected 
on environmental issues. In his 
2008 campaign, President Obama 
emphasized his vision of creating 
green jobs and revolutionizing 
American energy sources. A 
controversial hallmark of this plan is 
the cap and trade bill to limit carbon 
emissions. Previously passed in 
the House of Representatives and 
currently buried in Senate committee 
discussion, the bill has failed to 
progress due to intense Republican 
opposition out of resistance to 
government intrusion and regulation 
on private business. As such, it 
is unlikely that groundbreaking 
environmental reform in the private 
sector will progress in the next few 
years. However both Republicans and 
the president are united in their desire 
to expand the use of nuclear power 
and clean coal technology.
A HOUSE DIVIDED: CAN IT STAND?
FOR AGAINST
by Arman Oganisian '13 
World Editor
Opinion
The months leading up to the 
midterm elections were filled with 
tension, anxiety, and passionate 
debate concerning the outcome. 
Republicans have taken the House 
and the Democrats control the senate. 
Overall, I find myself satisfied with 
the results. Although I choose not to 
identify with either party, I am an avid 
supporter of divided government. It is 
essential to a functional democracy 
because it encourages compromise 
and restrains government.
Obama's rise to the presidency 
created a one-party rule in the United 
States. Republicans had no incentive 
to compromise and Democrats had 
no incentive to seek Republican 
cooperation. Granted, this allowed 
for significant legislation such as the 
stimulus and healthcare bills to be 
signed into law. While it is too early 
to accurately judge the effectiveness of 
either program, it is a shame that they 
were passed with little Republican 
support. Due to a lack of divided 
government, Democrats passed highly 
controversial legislation, despite 
significant opposition. Where was the 
compromise? Where was the influence 
of the minority party? This absence 
of divided government caused a 
tyranny of a majority party in which 
opposition was disregarded.
Thus, the return of divided 
government should be hailed as 
a return to true democracy. No 
longer will a single party have the 
ability to pass legislation while 
blatantly ignoring opposition. Some 
argue that the resulting divided 
government will halt all legislative 
action. I disagree. Members of 
both parties will still be motivated 
to pass legislation to please their 
constituents. Thus, they will be 
forced to compromise if they wish to 
be re-elected at all. The government 
will not remain idle.
Furthermore, statistics show 
that economic growth tends 
to be slower during undivided 
government. During the undivided 
governments of George W. Bush 
(2002-2006) and Bill Clinton, budget 
deficits increased. Contrarily, 
significant government-restricting 
legislation passed during divided 
governments, such as the 1986 tax 
reforms and 1996 welfare reforms, 
have decreased deficits and 
therefore increased growth.
Now, with both parties forced 
to compromise, the economy may 
even jump-start. Single-party 
tyranny is over. True democracy 
has returned.
by Andrew Gellert '13 
Asst. World Editor
Opinion
The midterm election results 
foretell a dismal legislative 
deadlock. The Republicans control 
the House of Representatives, the 
Democrats the Senate and White 
House. Thus, the Republicans 
can block any bill with their 
majority, but cannot introduce 
any of their own bills because 
they can be shut down or vetoed 
by the Senate. If the Republicans 
had gained control of both 
houses, that would have left 
open the possibility of bipartisan 
cooperation. Now more than 
ever, Congress needs to address 
the economic recovery with fiscal 
policy. With the government split 
and few moderates remaining in 
either party, strong fiscal policy 
initiatives will fall victim to 
partisan squabbling.
This is also a crucial period in 
foreign relations. Pakistan needs 
support fighting its insurgents, 
al Qaeda is regrouping in Yemen, 
China is hinting at currency 
wars, and Central American 
drug cartels are gaining strength 
and reach. Without a unified 
Congress, President Obama will 
find it difficult to settle any major 
policy decisions. State visits can 
only do so much; the president 
cannot sign treaties without the 
approval of Congress. Items 
such as the START treaty will 
have to be tabled until one party 
becomes dominant or can forge 
a bipartisan alliance. This is 
difficult to imagine, considering 
the strongly radicalized positions 
of each party relative to before 
the election.
The results of these elections 
will prove dangerous for America. 
Legislative gridlock will paralyze 
the government as Democrats 
and Republicans retread issues 
like health care and defense 
spending, while the economy 
flounders and foreign enemies 
grow bolder. Neither side will be 
able to push through legislation 
without significant concessions 
to bipartisanship, rendering 
upcoming bills toothless. Without 
an obvious leader, Congress will 
be forced into stasis by internal 
strife, at a time when the U.S. is 
in need of powerful leadership. 
1 predict that the split Congress 
will continue to bicker unless a 
crisis forces them to cooperate. As 
any good politician will tell you, 
it is always better to prepare for a 
calamity than repair one.
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This
Nov. 10,1903 - Mary Anderson patents the windshield wiper.
Nov. 8,1895 - Physicist Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen discovers X-rays
Nov. 11,1918 - Fighting ceases during World War 1 when an armistice between Germany 
and the Allied Nations commences on the 11th hour of the 11th day of the 11 th month.
Nov. 5, 1968 - Richard M. Nixon is elected president of the United States, defeating both 
Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey and third-party candidate George C. Wallace.
Nov. 6,1860 - Former Illinois Congressman Abraham Lincoln defeats candidates John 
Breckinridge, John Bell, and Stephen Douglas, becoming the 16th president of the United 
States.
Nov. 9,1989 - East German officials open the Berlin Wall, which was the border that 
clsoed off Western Germany from Eastern Germany.
Nov. 7, 1916 - Jeannette Rankin is elected to the U.S. House of Representatives, 
establishing herself as the first woman to win a seat in the federal Congress.
France and China Discuss 
Business Cooperation
by Becca Larrivee '13
World Staff
International
FrenchTPresident Nicolas Sarkozy 
welcomed Chinese officials, 
including President Hu Jintao 
and Foreign Minister Fu Ying, to 
discuss economic deals worth over 
€20 billion. The deals included 
lucrative contracts for French tele­
communications provider, Alcatel- 
Lucent, who sealed a deal worth 
a cool €770 million with Chinese 
giants China Mobile, China Telecom, 
and China Unicorn, according to the 
BBC. Also included in the deal were 
102 French Airbus planes to be used 
by the Chinese airline industry, a 
€2.5 billion agreement with Agreva, 
a French nuclear company, for 
Chinese supply of uranium, and 
the guaranteed construction of a 
uranium treatment plant in China 
by Agreva. The French company 
Total also agreed to invest €2 to 3 
billion into Chinese petrochemicals. 
The two governments hope that it 
will increase the import of French 
goods to China to €56 billion over 
five years. President Sarkozy said 
"(CJhina should not be seen as a 
risk but an opportunity. It's not by 
reproaching people for things that 
you make progress."
Sarkozy's remarks signal a 
definite end to tensions between 
these two world powers. Relations 
between the two countries have 
been strained over the last two 
years due to France's support of 
Tibetan independence. Nicolas 
Sarkozy openly criticized Chinese 
leaders after their attack on Tibetan 
protestors in March 2008 and even 
threatened to skip the opening
COURTESY OF REUTERS
French President Nicolas Sarkozy meets with Chinese President Hu Jintao to discuss a multi­
billion euro deal.
ceremony of the Beijing Olympics. 
The French President also inflamed 
tensions once again by visiting the 
Tibetan Dali Lama in 2008. China 
responded by postponing the 
annual European Union-Chinese 
summit because France held 
the presidency and would have 
hosted the summit in 2008. Formal 
relations between the countries 
ceased and were not resumed until 
April 2009 when France agreed not 
to support "independence at any 
cost" for Tibet and stated that it 
"fully understands" Tibet's status 
as a property of China, according 
to the BBC. In a formal press 
statement, the French took the 
following position: "[O]n the basis 
of this spirit and the principle of 
not interfering in internal affairs, 
France refuses to support any 
form of Tibet independence." This 
statement marked a complete turn­
around in French international 
policy concerning the Chinese.
An increase in Sino-Franco 
cooperation is indicative of China's 
increasing influence in the Western 
world. One of the main questions 
facing Europe now is whether they 
care to throw away their stance 
on human rights issues to gain 
economic benefit. The Chinese 
market, one of the most lucrative 
in the world, is open to all for a 
price. China is willing to invest in 
markets throughout the world in 
exchange for political power and 
influence. Their recent deal with 
the French also offers to buy debts 
in both Greece and Portugal, and 
suggests an increased interest in 
control of the European economic 
sector. With increased economic 
influence China will have 
significant political influence over 
some of the strongest countries 
in the world. This influence is 
being tested right now. European 
diplomats are currently unsure 
about who should attend the 
Nobel Prize ceremony taking place 
to honor Liu Xiabo, a Chinese 
human rights activist and political 
prisoner. Chinese G20 negotiator 
Cui Tiankai stated that "states 
that attend the award ceremony 
honoring Mr. Liu must be ready 
to accept the consequences," 
according to the Christian Science 
Monitor. As a result, the heads of 
state are contemplating sending 
solely ambassadors or lower level 
diplomats to the award ceremony 
so as to avoid insulting China. 
The influence of China on French 
affairs will increase when the 
countries present their opinion 
on giving a permanent Security 
Council seat in the United Nations 
to India. China has been hesitant 
in the past of another Asian 
country gaining power in the UN 
and is likely to deny the Indians 
their seat. Although only one vote 
will kill the proposal, all eyes 
will remain on France. Will they 
allow their foreign negotiations to 
be controlled by Chinese desires? 
Or will France surprise the world 
yet again? Only time will tell in 
this never ending struggle for 
world dominance.
Week In History
By Katie Davenport '14, World Staff
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The Fed's Quantitative Easing
In his most recent attempt to 
jumpstart the economy, Federal 
Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke 
announced that the Fed would 
buy $600 billion worth of U.S. 
government debt in the form of 
Treasury bonds. They hope that 
this "quantitative easing" will 
push interest rates down further 
"to encourage more borrowing and 
growth." The Fed's hope is that 
investor confidence will increase, 
causing them to reinvest in our 
struggling economy. Because of the 
increased money supply, inflation 
has picked up, thereby weakening 
the dollar.
The Fed is hoping that this will 
increase exports by attracting foreign 
markets who hope to take advantage 
of a weak dollar. They can do so by 
purchasing goods from the United 
States that are now cheaper to them 
because of the weakened dollar. 
Laurence Kantor, head of research at 
Barclay's capital in New York, noted 
that "[A]ll of these things are part of 
what the Fed is trying to do, and I 
think it has been successful."
However, that is not to say that 
this quantitative easing will be 
successful. Many economists have 
also pointed out a variety of ways 
in which the Fed's actions could 
backfire. At the forefront of these 
doubts is that investors may stay 
away from the U.S.'s low interest 
rates. Because interest rates are 
equal to the yield investors make, 
the currency of a country with 
lower rates is not attractive to 
foreign investors. By converting 
their money to currency with higher 
rates, they can invest in bonds with 
higher yields.
Following this trend, foreign 
banks will invest in countries with 
higher rates. Bill O'Donnell, head of 
U.S. government bonds strategy at 
the Royal Bank of Scotland, noted 
that "The Fed aims to push up the 
prices of stocks, bonds, real estate, 
and you name it. Everything is going 
to go up but the dollar."
The Associated Press recently 
noted that this drop in the dollar 
does help out domestic companies 
such as Ford. Because the dollar 
is weaker against the euro, Ford's 
products become more attractive 
to foreign investors who now need 
less euros to match Ford's required 
dollar amount. On the other hand, 
anything that the U.S. imports 
becomes more expensive. Whether 
it is one of the many products 
imported from China, or the crude 
oil the U.S. receives from a variety 
of countries, all these goods will 
become more expensive. Weary 
of this, Thomas Atteberry, a fund 
manager at First Pacific Advisors, 
said "[LJook around you, how many 
things can you find that were made 
in the U.S.A?"
It is clear that the Fed's plan 
has many underlying implications 
that it cannot control. The current 
state of the economy includes 
unemployment rates near 10 
percent, and banks sitting on new 
cash. Will investors take out 
new loans and push it right into 
the economy?
The Fed is hoping so, but it 
is possible that many investors 
will only take advantage of the 
lower rates to pay down their own 
looming debts. It is also possible 
that the recent decline of the dollar 
is due to global investors already 
adjusting for the impact of the Fed's 
"quantitative easing." Whether
the Fed's hope to increase investor 
confidence will become a reality is 
nowhere near a foregone conclusion. 
For the sake of our economic 
recovery, everyone is hoping it will.
Ben Bernanke, chairman of the Fed, will lower 
interest rates by purchasing treasury bonds.
Across
3 After running against Hubert Humphrey and George 
Wallace, this person was elected president.
6 This person invented the windshield wiper.
7 Acapulco is located in this state in Mexico. 
8This U.S. political party has just gained 
majority in the House.
Down:
1 This person is the First Minister of Ireland.
2 This physicist discovered X-rays.
4 This war ended on November 11, 1918.
5 This party currently has majority in the Senate.
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Congratulations to the Army 
ROTC Senior Class on 
Career Field Selection 
Results!
The following Seniors were awarded their branches in either 
Active Duty or Army National Guard Duty:
Army National Guard Duty:Active Duty:
Cadet Major Gregory Cello - Field Artillery
Cadet 1st Lieutenant Ned Fish - Ordnance
Cadet 1st Sergeant Steve Dearborn - Field Artillery
Cadet Staff Sergeant Nilson Fernandez - Medical Service
Cadet Command Sergeant Major Ryan Grady - Military 
Intelligence
Cadet 1st Sergeant Chris Lyon - Infantry
Corps
Cadet 1st Lieutenant Steve Lackey - Ordnance
Cadet 1st Lieutenant Matthew Lombardo - Aviation
Cadet Major Lauren Magrane - Military Intelligence 
Cadet Lieutenant Colonel Elizabeth McNamara - Judge 
Advocate General's Corps upon completion of Law School 
Cadet Captain Patrick O’Donnell - Infantry 
Cadet Captain Kris Seibt - Military Intelligence with an 
initial duty assignment with the Armor branch 
2nd Lieutenant Derek Shortt - Armor
Upon commissioning, these active duty 
Cadets finish college completely debt free 
and begin their careers as 2nd Lieutenant 
Officers with a full time job in the U.S. 
Army. They also receive benefits such as 
free healthcare and dental care, money 
towards housing, affordable life insurance, 
and are going to travel the world.
Cadet Staff Sergeant Tyler Ramrath - Military Intelligence
The Army National Guard has similar 
benefits as active duty. They receive free 
tuition to college and upon commissioning as 
2nd Lieutenants serve in local units on a part 
time basis. Included in that is healthcare as 
well as many other benefits.
Are you a freshman, physically fit, have at least a 2.5 
GPA and ever thought about ROTC or being an 
Officer in the Army?
If so, there are three-year Army ROTC Scholarships 
available for a short time!
Army ROTC is one of the top leadership programs in 
the country and upon graduation you are guaranteed a 
job in the U.S. Army
Through Army ROTC you can: 
Obtain a full tuition scholarship 
Gain experience you can't find anywhere else 
Gain the respect of your peers and future employers 
Train to become a leader and manager
If interested, stop by the ROTC office in Alumni Hall 






Bieber, Ke$ha, Jonas Brothers Among Possible Murderers
by Kerry Vaughan '12
Commentary Staff
CULTURE
If you ask my dad, he'll tell 
you that the first few years of his 
life were in black and white. A 
transistor radio allowed him to see 
in color. He was walking to school, 
radio in hand, when four guys 
from England came on and opened 
his eyes. "I Want to Hold Your 
Hand," made the world come alive 
for my father. It was as if the black 
and white outlines of his youth 
suddenly took color, or so he says, 
anyway. I'm one of those people 
that think The Beatles changed 
the world; perhaps I take after my 
dad. However, I don't think it's fair 
to deny the profound influence 
artists such as Bob Dylan and The 
Beatles had and continue to have on 
society. These days, I think things 
are becoming more and more black 
and white. For the most part, I find 
myself looking to Radiohead, Kurt 
Cobain, and a slew of other musical 
visionaries of the past in order to 
keep my world in color. I "believe 
in rock and roll, and that music 
can save the mortal soul" —at least 
it used to be able to. Somewhere 
along the way, it seems the music 
died. As for the exact day that it 
perished, well that's the question. 
Perhaps it was the day John Lennon 
was murdered, or maybe the day 
Simon and Garfunkel called it
quits for good. On second thought, 
maybe it was on....
November 23, 1992: Miley Cyrus 
was born. As if father Billy Ray had 
not already done enough damage to 
the music business, he and his frosted 
tips did yet another grave disservice 
to the world. Whether she's Hannah 
Montana or Miley Cyrus, the bottom 
line is this: not only can she not be 
tamed, but she also cannot sing. So, 
thank you, Disney Channel and Billy 
Ray, for sharing with the world the 
sweet, melodic screech of Miley.
October 23, 2004: Ashlee Simpson 
"performed" on Saturday Night 
Live. Some things are better left 
unsung; perhaps that is why Simpson 
deemed it appropriate to show the 
world where her voice truly comes 
from: a recording studio. It takes a 
true talent to disrespect music on 
national television via lip-syncing.
August 22, 2006: Paris Hilton 
released to the world her cleverly- 
titled album, "Paris," packed with 
awe-inspiring, groundbreaking 
lyrics. And so began Paris' short­
lived efforts of deluding herself and 
the rest of the world that she could 
make it in the music business. If only 
someone had told her that money 
could only buy record deals and not 
actual talent...
February 18, 2007: On a cold 
winter night in Canada, a thought 
came over Justin Bieber's mother. 
"Hey, wouldn't it be cool if 1 put up a 
video of my pre-pubescent son singing 
on YouTube? Maybe Usher and Justin 
Timberlake will both happen to see 
it and then they can fight over who 
can make him into a star." Well Mrs. 
Bieber, your prayers to make a quick 
buck off of your underage son have 
been answered. You can rip off the 
signature Beatle hairstyle, Biebs, but 
you'll never live up to their music.
It was the Ying Yang Twins, in 
the conservatory, with their lyrics. 
Or maybe it was Amy Winehouse, 
in the kitchen, with her eye liner. 
The fact of the matter is, it's hard 
to say who killed the music and 
when, but these days, "I can't get 
no satisfaction." Guitars are "gently 
weeping," and I'd much rather listen 
to the sound of silence than Ke$ha. I 
think it's safe to say the music died. 
The world has gone back to black 
and white, and, as of now, the 21st 
century is without a musical genius 
who stands for anything substantial. 
Of course, that's just my opinion. If 
you happen to come across a seven- 
year-old walking to school, iPod in 
hand, who begins to see the world in 
color because of the Jonas Brothers,
Unfortunately, Pelosi Sticking Around After Elections
by Ewen Finser '12
Commentary Staff
POLITICS
In the aftermath of last week's 
historic midterm elections, it has 
become abundantly clear that Nancy 
Pelosi will not be exiting stage left 
as many of us expected. Instead, she 
nas indicated that she will stay on as 
Democratic House Minority Leader. 
While the votes have not yet been 
counted, all indications suggest that 
she will maintain her position atop 
the Democratic leadership structure. 
Instead of graciously taking her cue, 
the polarizing personality of Pelosi 
will remain the leading vocalization 
of the Democratic message in the 
next two years. It looks like it is time 
to get out the popcorn.
It was precisely this polemical 
nature of Pelosi which motivated 
so many voters to vote last Tuesday 
against the Democrats. Republicans, 
led by RNC Chairman Michael 
Steele, fired up an angry electorate 
by appealing to the general public's 
disdain for former Speaker Pelosi's 
tactics and policies. They raised 
millions from the "fire Pelosi" bus 
tours, and ultimately won in many 
House districts by politically tying 
the specter of another term of Speaker 
Pelosi around incumbent Democrats' 
necks. In many conservative
THE SIGN OF GREAT LEADERSHIP ALSO LIES 
IN KNOWING WHEN TO CALL IT QUITS.
Democratic districts, particularly 
desperate incumbents even pledged 
to vote Pelosi out of office if they 
survived the election. Pelosi, who 
represents one of the most liberal 
congressional districts of San 
Francisco, was criticized for being 
out of touch with the rest of America.
The most recent Speaker before 
Pelosi was Republican Denny 
Hastert (1999-2007), but he set a far 
different example for how political 
leaders should behave in defeat. He 
had resigned from leadership and 
retired from office after his party 
lost the historic midterm elections 
in 2006. He treated rejection at the 
ballot box as an important signal that 
Americans wanted new leadership 
and a new direction. For much of 
our modern political history, this has 
been the norm.
More than just atypical 
historically, the unfolding Pelosi 
power-play just makes bad politics 
for the Democrats in Congress. 
Voters have rejected the Democratic 
agenda by impressive margins 
in the House. How can Nancy 
Pelosi articulate a new vision for 
a Democratic resurgence if she is 
the precise manifestation of why 
Democrats lost the most recent 
midterm elections? Most likely 
as Minority Leader, Pelosi will 
continue to be the punching bag 
of the political Right and will 
continue to be a drag on individual 
Democrats in swing states as well 
as for the overall message of the 
Democratic Party.
In her defense, Nancy Pelosi 
deserves credit for breaking the 
"marble ceiling" and becoming the 
first female Speaker of the House, 
but the sign of great leadership also 
lies in knowing when to call it quits. 
Not only does the continuation 
of the Pelosi era harm Democrats 
politically, but it also may well define 
if history judges her in a positive 
or negative light. In 1999, another 
former Speaker, Newt Gingrich, 
stated his reason for leaving office 
by saying, "My only fear would be 
that if I tried to stay, it would just 
overshadow whoever my successor 
is." By staying on as House Minority 
Leader for the next two years, 
Nancy Pelosi may well condemn 
Democrats to permanent impotence 
as a political force.
The Days the
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Don't Leave Us, Harry!









I’m kind of a big deal. People know me.
I’m very important. I have many leather­
bound books, and my apartment smells of 
rich mahogany.
Where to Find Her:
Walking the terror-filled halls of Al-Mag
Personal Catch Phrase:
I’ve recently started using the word 
“delovely” — a combination of 
“delicious” and “lovely.”
Annoys Her Most:
The Boston Red Sox and Elisabeth Hasselbeck
Most Passionate About:
Working hard and having fun.
You all know him. You have all 
read about him, watched his movies, 
played his videogames, and perhaps 
even travelled to his wizarding world 
at universal studios. He is Harry Potter, 
the boy wizard who has captivated 
all of our imaginations since we were 
children. I can remember the first time I 
saw Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone 
when I was in fifth grade. I walked out 
of the theatre speechless 
and enchanted by the 
world of Hogwarts. For 
many years to follow, 
the books and the films 
have continued to bring 
our imaginations to 
places we never could 
have dreamed up on 
our own. J.K. Rowling 
has inspired us to laugh, 
cry, and cheer for her 
beloved characters,
Harry, Ron, and Hermione.
I am writing this article in anticipation 
of one of the biggest movies coming out 
this year: Harry Potter and the Deathly 
Hallows. Even while most of us have 
probably read the book, I will try not 
to give away any major plot details. 
This film marks the first half of the final 
novel and the second-to-last movie of 
the series. This film will follow Harry, 
Ron, and Hermione as they pursue 
Dumbledore's quest to find the rest 
of the Horcruxes and defeat the Dark 
Lord, Voldemort. Voldemort now has 
control over the Ministry of Magic 
and Hogwarts in its entirety. It is left 
to Harry to ensure that the Wizarding 
world is not left to evil and destruction.
One of the main questions I have 
been asking myself is why Harry Potter 
is such a world-wide phenomenon. 
Why has Harry Potter struck a chord 
with all of us that has caused us to love 
and sympathize with him? It could be 
J.K. Rowling's masterful writing, or 
maybe it's just your interest in magic. 1 
think the reason that so many people are 
interested and intrigued by Harry Potter 
is the fact that he truly embodies what 
it means to be an underdog. He is the 
boy who has had a life where everything 
that could possibly go wrong has gone 
wrong. We are introduced to him when 
he is an orphaned child living in the 
home of his cruel extended family, the 
Dursleys. They forget his birthday, force 
him to live in a closet, and lie to him about 
his childhood. Then, when he enters the 
wizarding world, he is faced with an 
entirely different battle. 
Everyone sees him as 
the legendary Harry 
Potter, who survived the 
attack of the venomous 
Voldemort. Yet we 
know him as the boy 
just trying to make it 
through potions class. 
He experiences so 
much over his years at 
Hogwarts, involving 
his dueling with
Malfoy, finding a date to the Yule Ball, 
practicing Quidditch, and holding the 
body of his deceased friend, Cedric 
Diggory, in his hands. We feel what 
he feels. When his scar bums, I get a 
headache. When he catches the snitch, 
I feel victorious. Although none of us 
will ever know what it feels like to run 
through the wall at Platform 9 and 3/4, 
we live simultaneously through the 
life of Harry Potter. He gives us all the 
feeling that anything is possible, even in 
a world with the constant threat of evil.
After all of this anticipation for the 
film, I sincerely hope that it is worth 
the wait. After this film, we will still 
have the final installment in July 2011 
to look forward to, but after that, who 
knows? This is one of the greatest 
franchises to ever hit the book and film 
industries in years. Let's just hope that 
we may forever live through the eyes of 
our beloved boy wizard, Harry Potter.
Photo courtesy of harrypotterwallpaper.org
Tiffany is out of the office 
this week, we apologize for 
the trouble, but I'm sure 
she would have blabbed a 
bunch about how friends 
are awesome and you 
should be nice to everyone.
-Earl
Having college troubles? 
Need aavice?






Dear Tiffany and Earl,
Even though we made a pact to go together 
freshman year, my best guy friend asked some 
freshman girl to JRW. He met this girl at Clubbies 
two weeks ago, and I'm, like, so hurt that he'd rather 
go with some rando than me. I didn't have time to 
find a new date, and now I am stuck going to the 




Making Pc an emotionally stable
piace, one tetter at a time
Dear Jealous Junior,
There isn't much to 
say about this question. 
Clearly, this other broad 
was a better choice, so 
you can't blame the guy. 
If you can't see why, I 
will list some reasons 
why this girl might be better than you:
1. Looks: To most guys, freshmen just 
ooze good looks. I, on the other hand, am 
not like that. I like my women matured 
and with experience, but hey, how do 
we know this girl has no experience, 
right? I mean, it is November already, 
she has over two months of "college 
experience" under her belt.
2. Personality: Just kidding, this clearly 
has nothing to do with personality. 
Although, the way you have clung on to 
this fantasy might have driven him pretty 
far away.
3. Reputation: For both the guy and 
the freshman girl, this is a perfect way to 
out-do the rest. He gets to take a pretty- 
little-thang to JRW and she gets to go to 
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llg '14 Responds To Bash 
Of PC Hockey Fans
by Genevieve llg '14 
Commentary Staff
CAMPUS
My article for this week was 
going to be about how I despised the 
sport of basketball, until the student 
enthusiasm, as exhibited during 
Late Night Madness, changed my 
attitude. But after reading my fellow 
staff writer's article last week, I feel as 
though it is imperative that I directly 
address her opinion. Beatriz Forester 
T4 wrote about the disgraceful 
behavior of the enthusiastic students 
cheering on our hockey team. I am 
here to report, one week later, that 
Beatriz could not have gotten it 
more wrong. I, too, attended a Men's 
Hockey game, and I found hardly 
any validity in what she has written.
a goal clearly after the buzzer 
sounded. Parents, alumni, adults, 
and children were all outraged. 
Although one could argue that 
this was still inappropriate, these 
behaviors were not solely attributed 
to our Friars. Additionally, the fan 
section was hardly abundant up 
until the end of the second period. 
So, it can't even be argued that 
our Friar Fanatics were constantly 
present throughout the game. In 
fact, the most enthusiastic cheering 
was initiated by our pep-band, and I 
can assure you that these individuals 
were not under the influence.
Beatriz also felt as though she 
was "surrounded by drunk, rowdy 
students who claim to represent PC." 
Furthermore, she wrote that these 
students couldn't "even think straight 
because of the alcohol [they'd] 
consumed." These students do not
I AM HERE TO REPORT THAT BEATRIZ 
COULD NOT HAVE GOTTEN IT MORE WRONG.
On Saturday, Nov. 5, I attended 
the home hockey game against 
Merrimack. I was with a few family 
members, who have never been to a 
PC hockey game before, and I was 
anxious to see the extreme behavior 
that Beatriz denounced. Furthermore, 
I was nervous about these profanities 
that she wrote about, knowing that 
my eight-year-old brother would be 
sitting beside me.
Beatriz wrote, "Fans shout out 
profanities against the opposing team 
more frequently than the amount of 
times the referees pause the game 
(which is pretty often)." This is false. 
There were only nearly a dozen 
penalties and timeouts combined 
during the entire game. I spoke with 
a member of the Friars Club, who had 
attended the Saturday game prior, and 
he confirmed that the same amount 
of pauses occurred. Thereby, for her 
statement to be accurate, she would 
have had to claim that there were fewer 
instances of inappropriate behavior.
It is true that some individuals 
emphatically chanted curse words 
at the opposing team. However, 
this only happened once when 
Merrimack assumed they scored
claim, but actually do represent PC, 
and they do it well.
I can say with certainty that I did 
not personally encounter one wasted 
person at the game. Enthusiasm 
does not constitute alcoholism. 
This is not to say that it does not 
or cannot happen at any sporting 
event. However, one should not feel 
worried to attend a hockey game due 
to this exaggerated behavior. Beatriz 
was ashamed of how her classmates 
acted, but I was ashamed to have 
believed such libel.
I am proud to say that I am a 
Friar, and one who enjoys cheering 
on our teams enthusiastically. I 
hate to be considered a drunk, 
poor representation of this school 
because I happen to be one of 
those crazed students who scream, 
yell, cheer, clutch her chest, and 
occasionally express my frustration 
after a poor call by a referee. Such 
school spirit is normal, allows 
the student body to bond, and 
creates the foundation for a unified 
student body. To even doubt such 
sincere excitement is to doubt what 
we Friars hold dear: community.
Faith
MATTERS
by Fr. James Cuddy, O.P.
Contributing Writer
When a person with whom we don't have a particularly strong connection dies, our 
reaction to the news tends to be superficial. We shake our heads, offer some kind of verbal 
response ("what a shame... his poor family") and then get back to the ordinary business 
of life. I don't know if it's a defense mechanism or what, but when we don't know the 
deceased, we tend to shrug off the news — however tragic — and resume our lives. We 
don't allow the death to really affect us.
I didn't know Kevin DiMeo. I recognized his face, but I didn't know him. He was only a 
sophomore and he commuted to school, having shared an apartment with a friend on the 
East Side of Providence. So many of you didn't know him either. That being the case, his 
sudden and tragic death brings with it a temptation to respond in a casual and automatic 
way. There is an inclination to try to move on as if nothing had happened. I want to use my 
Cowl space this week to urge you not to give into this temptation.
A shocking fact keeps resonating in my mind: we have lost three Providence College 
students in the past three months. First Matt Chase, then Brendan Frail, and now Kevin 
DiMeo. All three died in separate incidents and with differing circumstances. But all of 
these young men had much in common. Each had a bright future ahead of him. God gave 
them each many gifts and all three of them dreamt of lives that would be of service to 
others. Each of their lives ended tragically, just as they were really beginning.
Beyond the similarities that Matt, Brendan, and Kevin shared with one another, they 
also bore a striking resemblance to so many of you. Their joys and struggles were the same 
as yours. Their interests, their families, and their friendships were just like yours. They were 
all proud members of the Providence College family, just like you and just like me.
But the question remains: why should you let yourselves be affected by their deaths? 
If you didn't know them and love them, then why not respond superficially? Why would 
anyone in his right mind subject himself to the discomfort of being shaken by tragedy 
when it can be avoided?
Pope John Paul II offers a glimpse of an answer to the question. He writes: "Suffering, 
which is present under so many different forms in our human world, is present in order 
to unleash love in the human person." Look at that last phrase: To unleash love in the 
human person.
The choice to enter into the sufferings of others can transform our lives by making us 
into people who see just how fragile life can be and shape our own attitudes and direct out 
actions accordingly. It can change our hearts by helping us to dwell in solidarity with all 
those who are afflicted in any way. It can move us to make an offering of ourselves to assist 
those in distress. When we choose to enter into the sufferings of others, we allow our hearts 
to be rend asunder. But from those broken hearts, love is unleashed and that love changes 
the world.
The concentrated suffering here on campus — three deaths in three months —is a great 
sorrow. It will always be a mystery beyond understanding. But this suffering does not have 
to be empty and void of meaning. The darkness of these deaths can give way to the light 
of love.
Practically speaking, how does this happen? How can we do this? First, pray for and 
with those who are suffering. Pray for those who have died and those who love them and 
whose lives have been upended by their loss. Stop by the chapel for a few minutes and ask 
God to bring peace, healing, and consolation to those who might not have the strength to 
pray for themselves.
Second, look for ways to be a friend to those who are suffering. There are roommates, 
friends, and classmates of all of these young men on campus who are still walking around 
campus in a doud of pain and confusion. Beyond those most directly affected by their 
deaths, there are plenty of other members of the college community who are suffering their 
own trials. There have been family and personal crises occurring every day in the lives of 
countless students, faculty, and staff members. Talk to them. Ask how they're doing. Find a 
way to show your support and love for them.
The only thing that we can do as the Providence College family is to attempt to look 
on these campus tragedies with eyes of faith. Unaided reason might fail to show us the 
possibility of any good coming out of such an awful time. But we cling to the hope that God 
can take this suffering and transform it. We trust that by his grace, love can be unleashed in 
the hearts of those of us who let ourselves be touched by the pain of others. Now, perhaps 
like no other time, faith matters.
Senior Will Miss Complaining About PC
by Jayo Miko Macasaquit '11 
Commentary Staff
SOCIETY
As I registered for classes "for the 
last time," I remembered having brief 
flashbacks of previous registrations. 
Freshman year, I was locked out of 
Cyberfriar the morning of registration, 
and wasn't able to register until later 
in the day. Hoping to have learned 
my lesson sophomore year, I instead 
slept through the 7 a.m. registration 
time and, once again, was only able 
to register later in the day. In the fall 
of junior year, hit by an early-summer 
attitude, I completely forgot about 
registering and didn't register until 
a week later. Call it ineptitude, but I 
look at my history of registering for 
classes with pride, and with some 
twisted form of nostalgia.
This time around, I was intent 
on getting it right; a perfect end to 
a college-career of fumbles. Up at 
6:30 a.m, I had everything set: my 
alternate pin, the CRNs for each of 
my classes, and even backup class 
CRNs in case my senior registration­
advantage was not enough. Now, 
had this been my actual registration 
day, this would have been an 
extremely emotional moment for me. 
Unfortunately, I was a day early, and 
I was subsequently depriving myself 
of sleep on a Monday morning for 
absolutely no reason. The next day, 
I overslept and registered at 8 in the
WE COMPLAIN ABOUT PROVIDENCE 
COLLEGE BECAUSE IT IS OURS.
morning, and then promptly went 
back to sleep.
This experience, however, brought 
to light the little things I'll miss about 
Providence College. As students, the 
general sentiment is to complain, at 
length, about how Providence College 
has wronged us in such dramatic detail. 
Often-cited are the "fourty-to-fifty 
thousand dollars we pay each year" 
while our various needs are not met. 
We fail to realize, however, that some 
of these faults will be the things we 
may miss the most. However snidely 
we attach the suffix "for the last time," 
I argue that there is the same twisted 
nostalgia that I had experienced with 
past registrations.
In recent months, I voted for 
congress officers for the very last 
time. No longer will I have to 
Facebook-stalk the names of those 
nominated so I can base my voting 
decisions on the life-decisions they 
have made. I also experienced my 
last first-day back. No longer do I 
wander aimlessly for an entire week, 
attempting to remember names, 
attempting to remember in whatever 
state my friendships were before the 
summer, attempting to reflect the 
magnificent changes I had undergone 
in my life-changing summer.
In the coming months, I will be 
buying books for the last time. No 
longer will I have to predict the 
future usage of each book, in order 
to determine which books are worth 
buying or not. When the snow comes, 
I will slip on ice when no one is 
looking, for the very last time (except 
this will probably still happen). I 
will also attend Civ-scream for the 
very last time. However tame this 
tradition has become, the freshmen 
simply do not knovy any better, so for 
them, it's still probably brilliant and 
very, very college.
It's only now that I realize that 
my college complaints have gained 
sentimentality, and my freshman 
mistakes I commit on a daily basis 
are senior moments that I'll look back 
to when I'm 30, living in my parent's 
basement and watching reruns of Glee. 
In the same way that complaining about 
your family is only okay if you say it, 
we complain about Providence College 
because it is ours to complain about.
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Tangents Tirades
All Bro-ed Out. Sometimes I feel like I live in Bro-Nation. It seems the male 
population at Providence has been overtaken by "Bro Fever." Why is it that 
so many guys feel the need to wear their pants half-way down their legs, the 
expected flannel plaid shirt, the predictable flat brimmed hat, and Rainbows? If 
we're lucky, they may be sporting board shorts or Ugg slippers. They place the 
word "dude" before most sentences, and their priorities include "chillin" and 
"bro-ing out." Calm it down with the incessant playing of Dave Matthews Band 
and looking for new stickers for your truck. Stop yelling about how "awesome" 
everything is at your party. And definitely stop expecting girls to flock to you 
because you stand in a strategically placed position, lightly flexing your biceps 
in the comer. "Bros" are tools, and once you leave Providence College, the "bro" 
lifestyle is not going to fly. — Ally Pelle '11
Upper Slavin, Quiet or Not? Life has a lot of unwritten rules. A good example 
is never asking a woman her weight or her age. We have all been raised 
knowing not to do this. You also would never tell a guy he has a hot mom. 
These are all universal "don't-go-theres." Often, these rules are overlooked 
or misunderstood. We even have some of these rules at Providence College. 
One of them has actually been keeping me up at night. Not really, but just go 
with it. Is Upper Slavin a "quiet zone?" No one has ever really established it 
as such, so I am a bit confused. It is a little ridiculous to expect it to be silent 
because of the traffic and amount of activity going on in that area. Various clubs 
have even shown movies there recently. On the other hand, you also have the 
biddies sitting with their iPod touches and PC sweatpants on a Thursday night 
at 9:15 pretending to be reading their psych notes, shushing people chatting 
nearby. I think we need to nail this down as a community: Is Upper Slavin 
noise-free? Let's come to a consensus; there should be no half-way here. It can't 
be bumping sometimes during the day and then silent at other times. It either is 
or it isn't. Also, if I may be so frank, if you have real work to do, like a paper and 
an exam, and you haven't started, get your life together, be realistic, and head 
to the library. Oh, and stop calling it "Club Phil." That joke died like a bazillion 
Facebook statuses ago. — Jenn DiPirro '12
Philosopher Mick Jagger. "You can't always get what you want but if you try 
sometimes you might find you get what you need." I know the Rolling Stones 
are not the best role models and Mick Jagger may not be the first person you 
think of when looking for advice on life, but do not underestimate the man. We 
think we know ourselves. We think we know exactly what we need. Anything 
short of our expectations disappoints us and gets dismissed. But who are we 
to say that we know what we need? We focus so much on what we think we 
need that we fail to see what we truly need. It happens all the time. You put 
your heart and soul into the college of your dreams. You cannot see yourself 
anywhere else, but you do not get in. Disgruntled, you go to a different school. 
In August, before classes even start, you can only think about transferring. 
Three months pass, and by the time you head home for Thanksgiving, you do 
not want to leave. It becomes home and you practically forget that you ever 
wanted to go somewhere else. So thanks, Mick, for giving this definitive word 
of wisdom to us. — Tommy Cody '13
Never-Ending Work. Once you were done with all of your midterms, you 
expected all of the stress to melt away so that you could finally get on with 
your life. Alas, you still have no life and you are still doing work. Sigh. I 
expected a break after midterms, but instead found that I have increasingly 
more work to do and less and less motivation to do it. Honestly, a lot of what's 
getting me through is the bright hope of Thanksgiving Break. Will I still have 
work over the break? Undoubtedly, but at least I'll have the illusion of not 
having to work for a while. And after Thanksgiving, finals are scarily close, 
which means more stress. It's a vicious cycle of being done with a midterm 
and then getting more and more work towards the final. My consolation? 
After eight cycles of midterms and finals, it's graduation! No, seriously, I 
think that the notion that we can ever really be done working is just a dream. 
In the real world, you've got to work to make a living, and there are no lulls 
after midterms or hectic work weeks. What we have to embrace is not the 
illusion that we'll ever really be done with all of our work, but that having 
a certain amount of work is natural and what gives us a purpose. Without 
work, college seems pretty meaningless. Without something driving us, life 
gets boring. — Beatriz Forster '14
Deck the (Raymond) Hall. It's a Wednesday afternoon at approximately 12:23 
p.m. You pick up the pace as the brisk November wind bites at your bare 
cheeks - there is no way you're waiting on the line outside of Ray in this 
weather. You ascend the stairs, pulling your PC ID from your pocket and 
shine your brightest smile for Janina. You round the corner, heading straight 
for a hot meal at Classics to warm you up. And just as you're about to sit down 
with your friends, you're greeted not by their hello's, but by the melody of 
"Jingle Bell Rock." Yep, Christmas music has begun to play in Ray. And while 
I do agree that it may be a tad early to begin the Christmas festivities, what 
confuses me is the disgruntled behavior my peers are exhibiting following 
the festive music's debut. While I understand that Halloween has just passed 
and we haven't quite reached Thanksgiving, I do not agree with the irritated 
behavior that some students have chosen to exhibit. Now, I've never spoken 
with a composer, but I thought Christmas music was intended to elicit joy and 
excitement, not annoyance and bitterness. It may not be Christmas, but we 
are in the season of giving. So try to see the good in the little things, even if 
that means appreciating that we have music to listen to at all. It may be early 
for the Christmas tunes, but is it really something to get worked up over? 
Absolutely not. So let's get our priorities straight — there are more important 
things to be passionate about. — Emily Corr '13
Parents Responsible For Children's 
Health, Not Government
by Matt Santos '14 
Commentary Staf
SOCIETY
The McDonald's Happy Meal is a 
staple at the golden-arched restaurant, 
an option enjoyed by children across 
the country. However, this combo 
meal is now under heavy fire in San 
Francisco. Looking to curb the issue 
of childhood obesity, San Francisco 
city officials have made steps toward 
banning the inclusion of a free toy 
with a meal that does not meet certain 
nutritional guidelines. In essence, the 
government is forcing parents into 
giving their children healthy food, 
should they want to buy a Happy Meal. 
By the sound of it, there is no education 
going on here, no attempts at ensuring 
a lifestyle change to 
make eating healthy 
food a life-habit that 
will follow children 
into adulthood.So, 
really, how effective 
could this ban 
be in combatting 
childhood obesity? Is 
something like this 
wholly necessary? Is 
the real solution to 
the problem further 
education on the 
importance of healthy 
living, without an 
alluring plastic




options in the components of a Happy 
Meal. The more unhealthy option 
would include a double cheeseburger, 
fries, and chocolate milk, consisting 
of 840 calories, 37 grams of fat, and 
1,460 milligrams of sodium. Yikes. 
However, the healthier option, which 
consists of four chicken nuggets, 
apple wedges, and milk, consists of 
390 calories, 15 grams of fat, and 570 
milligrams of sodium. Reasonable. 
Discussing these options on a recent 
segment of the Today Show on NBC, 
two nutritionists deemed the second, 
healthy option as a satisfactory choice 
for a child's meal. Of course, all good 
things should be used in moderation, 
it seems as though there is a healthy 
option attributed to the oh-so essential
free toy of the Happy Meal. So this 
brings me to an issue I find particularly 
pressing in regards to this new law: 
why is it necessary in the first place? 
Is this not an absolute waste? It is not 
the responsibility of the San Francisco 
city officials to set their regulations 
on the inclusion of a toy with a meal, 
but rather the responsibility of the 
parents to either deny the inclusion 
of fast food in their children's diets 
or simply pick the healthy Happy 
Meal option. Furthermore, the options 
at McDonald's allow for a healthy 
meal to begin with. Governmental 
involvement in the criteria of a Happy 
Meal is completely absurd. It would 
certainly make much more sense to 
simply educate the parents in their 
decisions. It isn't rocket science, it's 
common sense.
It's decently evident that the 
attention of the San Francisco city 
officials could be better focused on 
a more pertinent issue than Happy 
Meals. Don't get me wrong, I believe 
that child obesity is undoubtedly an 
important issue, one that needs to 
be addressed. However, government 
regulation of a restaurant's menu is 
absurd and seemingly unnecessary. 
What needs to occur is an evolution 
in the way nutrition and our diets 
are formulated, not the sources 
of food themselves. Parents must 
make healthy choices for children, 
and instill within them the value of 
a good diet. The healthy choices are 
out there; take advantage of them.
Photo courtesy of commons.wikimedia.org
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by Jorge Lucas '12 
A&E Staff
The Living Dead. The Undead. The 
Infected. Reanimated corpses. Label 
them what you want, but zombies have 
been revisited time and time again 
with few to no changes in the formula. 
What, then, could we possibly get out 
of AMC's newest original series, The 
Walking Dead?
When George A. Romero, the 
Godfather of zombies himself, has 
tried everything with the genre, only 
to kill it and beat it to the ground, and 
then reanimate it again (pun intended), 
what more could we possibly do? 
Sure, even in the 21st century, almost 
four decades after Romero's seminal 
Night of the Living Dead, Danny Boyle 
successfully reinvented the genre 
with his spectacular—if not the best 
zombie flick, 28 Days Later. But haven't 
we had enough?
The answer, against all reason, is 
no. At its most basic level, The Walking 
Dead is far from original. In fact, for 
the most part, it is a total rehashing 
of all its predecessors. Designs and 
special effects have not improved and 
storylines have been exhausted. But 
there is still something about this show 
that made it the most-watched premiere 
episode of any AMC television series. I 
believe the reasons are twofold.
The first is purely aesthetic. Frank 
Darabont, acclaimed director of The 
Shawshank Redemption and The Green 
Mile, knows how to move the camera, 
and in The Walking Dead, he creates a 
simultaneously beautiful and macabre 
environment—not to mention the
wonderfully-drawn graphic novel 
from which the show is adapted that 
Darabont has as a visual reference point.
Furthermore, with Darabont at the 
helm, viewers can be sure that the 
actors' performances will be lifelike 
and powerful, creating an immersive 
and terrifying experience. Of course, 
these visual elements have never 
lacked in past productions, and Boyle's 
direction made up for Romero's rather 
campy actors. But The Walking Dead 
solves a problem that every zombie 
movie has wrestled with.
As single movies, Romero's works 
have always needed a conclusion. 
Most have ended with a shocking 
cliffhanger and many have spawned 
sequels. Nonetheless, all movies, if 
they want to be released by a studio, 
need to be self-contained stories 
with a beginning, middle, and end. 
As a series, The Walking Dead doesn't.
I've heard some viewers question the 
show's ability to keep up this plot for 
several seasons. I would have to argue 
that this extended timeline is just what 
the genre always needed. A zombie 
apocalypse, with its onslaught, conflict, 
and resolution, can hardly be crammed 
into a two hour movie but, rather, 
finds its proper footing in an ongoing 
television series.
Darabont's series can go in- 
depth into the characters' struggles 
to survive without losing focus on 
the human drama going on in the 
background. The protagonist, Rick 
Grimes, is a deputy who wakes up in 
the hospital after getting shot, only to 
find that the world has been taken over 
by the undead. Though the show's 
excitement comes from his fight 
against the zombies, the drama results 
from the different people he meets 
along the way. Most importantly, 
however, Rick is looking for his son 
and his wife, who, in Rick's absence, 
have hitched up with his old police 
force partner. This plotline drives the 
emotional heart of the series.
The premiere, "Days Gone Bye," 
depicted the isolation and dilapidation 
that society has undergone post­
infestation. The second episode, 
"Guts," directed by Michelle MacLaren, 
was less subtle and believable, but 
successfully introduced the kind of 
social commentary that made Romero's 
early work so compelling. AMC's Mad 
Men recently completed its fourth 
season, leaving a gaping hole in their 
lineup, but even on its own The Walking 
Dead is a remarkable experience that 
deserves your time. If it does nothing 
else, at least it'll give you a few tips in 
case you find yourself surrounded by a 
mob of the living dead.
by Tim Morris '14
A&E Staff
Twice over the past week, my 
roommate has picked up some mileage 
on trips to Boston and Pawtucket. Both 
times, he has returned to campus in 
a state of euphoria, ears ringing and 
clothes drenched in sweat. His second 
outing was just as good, if not better, 
than the first: "It was just insane. 
Everyone was dancing. One crowd­
surfer was thrown into a pole and they 
stopped for a second to see if he was 
okay. When he got up, they started 
playing again." This is a spot-on 
description of any Matt & Kim concert. 
Wherever they go, the duo brings an 
atmosphere that is energetic, carefree, 
and devoted to having a good time.
On the new Sidewalks, Matt & Kim 
build upon the foundation set down 
by their second album, Grand (2009). 
No doubt, Grand brought keyboardist 
Matt Johnson and drummer Kim 
Schifino into the eye of music culture. 
The track "Daylight" was featured on 
the shows Entourage and Community. 
It came to be the best sample of 
Matt & Kim's distinct sound: a wild 
combination of synthesizer and drums 
with a feel-good kick. The music video 
for "Lessons Learned," another track 
MTV. In the video, a cameraman 
follows the two artists as they strip 
down to the skin in New York City's 
Times Square.
Matt & Kim have been fortunate 
to receive so much recognition in the 
short time that they have been on the 
music scene. Until Sidewalks, the pair 
has produced their own music, a fact 
that has made their success all the 
more deserved. During an interview 
on MTV, Matt Johnson commented 
on the decision to finally work with 
a producer: "...we worked with Ben 
Allen, who had done a lot of things we 
like from Animal Collective to Gnarls 
Barkley, to engineering Christina 
Aguilera and Biggie, and all sorts of 
really different kinds of things."
While Allen has produced tracks 
for many big names, his assistance 
has not sacrificed Matt & Kim's 
trademark sound. Matt half-shouts, 
half-sings his way through the 35 
minutes and 10 tracks of Sidewalks, 
and Kim manages to keep up the 
fast-paced drumming that backs 
Matt's keyboarding. Still, Allen has 
succeeded in making the rhythms of 
Sidewalks smoother and the beats a 
little more predictable.
The album begins with "Block After 
Block," a track where Matt's crooning
— ~—£ 1.1.. _. ‘ i_l— .. .. J,, ___ i 
degenerates into a 
wavelike motion of 
tempo. His defiant 
verses — "Hey 
friend, we'll jump 
the turnstiles I and 
cut it down while 
the lights are out 







effects. On the 
following track, 
"AM/FM Sound," 
a heavy bass line 
and tambourine 
are combined to 
create what is sure 
to be the capstone 
of the next Matt & 
Kim tour. When
Matt chants a simple "oh-aye-oh-aye- 
oh," one can almost hear the crowd 
raising its voice to join him. Four tracks 
later, Matt & Kim give the listener a break 
from the loud swiftness of their album. 
Indeed, "Northeast" crawls along to the 
sound of sleigh bells and the spaced out, 
solitary beat of a drum. The song takes 
the duo pays homage to their roots in 
Vermont and Rhode Island: "I've got 
the northeast on my side." In reality, 
Sidewalks is bringing passionate fans 
from a much larger area. It is a simple 
ode with a modem twist to everything 
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CONAN ON TBS
BACK WITH A VENGEANCE
by Catherine Northington '12 
A&E Editor
He has arrived.
In a furious, flame-haired ball of 
energy, he pulled up to our television 
sets this week in his green 1992 Ford 
Taurus and recaptured our 18 to 
24-year-old hearts within minutes.
But this time, it's Conan with a 
twist (and a beard!). He's the "other 
guy"—an emblem of the once-great 
Late Night empire.
Conan's new TBS program— 
entitled, simply enough, Conan 
("So I'd be harder to replace") — 
opened its Monday premiere with 
a melodramatic retelling of Conan's 
nine-month search for employment 
following his departure from NBC.
The events were embellished with 
the type of melodrama you'd find 
in a Lifetime made-for-TV movie 
(an actress portraying Conan's wife 
screams at him, pleadingly: "Do 
something for this family, Conan! WE 
HAVE FOURTEEN CHILDREN!"), 
also jamming in several Die Hard- 
esque action scenes, which featured 
our host being sprayed by rampant 
machine gun fire.
A highlight of the satirical 
sequence was Mad Men's Jon Hamm 
in a surprising guest appearance as 
advertising exec Don Draper. Draper 
refuses to hire Conan on the grounds 
that "It's 1965. You're not two-years- 
old years-old." Conan, moseying out 
of the office "with his tail between his 
legs, manages to tell Draper, "You're 
very good-looking," before making a 
piteous exit.
The piece culminated with the 
host climbing onto a bridge and 
looking out, dejectedly, over a 
tempestuous waterfront.
"Don't do it, Conan!"
Hark! Who goes there? Why, it's 
none but Larry King, Conan's (still­
living...) guardian angel. King turns 
Conan's life around with two words 
alone: "Basic. Cable."
Thanks to the CNN anchors words 
of wisdom, the once-bedraggled 
Conan is a new man. He jumps on
TBS's generous late-night offer, and 
history is made.
From there, episode numero uno of 
Conan sprung into its jazzy, funkified 
theme song—reminiscent of Late 
Night, but with a new kick.
Our man jumped onstage to 
raucous applause, opening the 
monologue with his signature "string 
dance." Sigh. Just like old times.
Despite his extended hiatus, 
Conan picks up right where he left 
off, handling the late-night gig with 
the same charm and grace as always. 
He's back with a refurbished and 
modernistic set, including the eye 
catching remote-controlled moon 
(with an "incredibly realistic 
lunar wobble," quoth 
"sidekick" Andy Richter) 
in the backdrop. <
Richter—perched on 
the couch next to Conan's 
desk—interspersed his 
own playful commentaries 
throughout the program, 
generating a uniquely cuneate 
banter between host, sidekick, 
and guest. Conan is a happy 
reunion for the two comics, and a 
treat for those of us who enjoyed 
their couch-side chemistry on Late 
Night in the later 1990s. Now all we 
need is a Desk Drive...
The two old friends demonstrated 
their ever-sawy, ever-hilarious 
rapport while riffing on a Halloween 
mask manufactured in Conan's 
likeness—marketed, to Conan's 
chagrin, as the "Ex-Talk Show Host' 
mask ("What the hell? Why don't you 
just put a cigarette out in my EYE?").
Also featured was the long- 
anticipated announcement of 
the "First Guest On Conan" 
contest winner. The first guest 
was selected from among an 
eclectic grouping of big names, 
including Pope Benedict XVI, 
Justin Bieber, Jack Nicholson, 
Vladimir Putin, and Lady 
Gaga.
The victor? Arlene 
Wagner, the 85-year-old 
curator of the Leavenworth
Nutcracker Museum in Leavenworth, 
Wash. Wagner paraded ceremoniously 
across the stage to a jubilant and 
nonsensical theme song ("You're the 
first guest on Conan / No one can take 
that away from you I You're the first 
guest on Conan I The most important 
person in history").
On Monday's show, Conan welcomed 
Seth Rogen, who promoted his upcoming 
film The Green Hornet. When the loose- 
tongued Rogen, dropped a "sh*t," Conan 
handled the situation with an easy 
finesse —"Thank God we're on 
TBS."
Second guest 
Lea Michele, of 
Glee fame, 
w a s
abundantly uninteresting. Conan 
mercifully drowned out her high- 
pitched squeals with a smattering 
of aptly-timed one-liners, salvaging 
what could have been a disastrous 
interview.
The premiere ended with a jam 
sesh between Conan and old friend 
Jack White of The White Stripes 
fame. The two played a rockin' 
cover of "Twenty Flight Rock" to 
close the show.
Conan's return on TBS proves to be 
just the sweet and satisfying remedy 
we have all been looking for since 
his dismal adieu to NBC nine months 
ago. Conan takes the move to cable 
television with dignity, showing up 
his former network by beating them 
at their own late-night game (as any 
judicious lover of comedy will tell 
you, Conan is funnier than Jay Leno, 
Jimmy Fallon, and all of their shows' 
writers, combined).
It's clear: Conan still has "it"— 
whatever "it" is. Every night, he 
leaves his audience laughing, and this 
week's shows were no exception. The 
premiere was a promising start for 
this new chapter in the host's career, 
and an exciting return to the days of 
Late Night at its peak.
Mr. O'Brien is one of the most under­
valued entertainers of our time. For that 
reason alone, I hope that today's 
viewers take advantage of his 
prowess by clinging to 
his every word. 
Except the "Stay 
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FINDING THE PERFECT DRESS: On A College Budget
by Lauren Starr Tl
A&E Staff
With long anticipated JRW this 
weekend, "211" Nights in only a 
week, and Sophomore and Freshman 
Winter Balls in the near future, every 
girl will be scrambling to find the 
perfect dress for an evening of fun. 
Getting a date can be hard enough, 
but finding something to wear on a 
college budget can present an even 
bigger challenge. After all, we're in 
college, and finding an affordable 
dress is a necessity for our bank 
accounts. Work-study paychecks 
will certainly not afford us that Nina 
Ricci dress we were salivating over 
in Vogue. Here are a few ideas for 
all the clueless fashionistas that are 
scrambling to look fabulous on the 
big night.
EMBRACE NEUTRALS
There are only a few occasions 
during your college career when 
you have the opportunity to really 
dress up with your peers, so the 
most important thing about looking 
for a dress is to have fun with it.
Try working with your favorite 
color, choosing a funky pair of shoes 
or picking-up a vintage clutch to 
accessorize. One style statement 
plastering the magazines this winter 
are neutrals. Look for dresses in 
off whites, crèmes, pale pinks, and 
nudes to give you a classic look. 
Neutrals also allow you to play 
up accessories, with bold earrings, 
long pendant necklaces, or sparkly 
bangles. Check out Macy's or 
H+M for steals on crème cocktail 
dresses under $75. Also, the great 
thing about investing in a neutral 
dress is that it can be worn every 
season. Dress it up with strappy 
sandals for summer or wear it to 





more upbeat than 
classic, neutral­
colored dresses? 
If you like 
glitter, Ke$ha's 
wild outfits, 
and making a 
statement, check 








first floor of the
Providence Place mall, offers some 
great prices on some sparkly dresses. 
Look for sequined tank dresses and 
pair them with black tights for a 
wintery touch. Pair the dress with 
accessories that aren't too bold 
(you'll essentially already be a shiny 
disco-ball), and stay away from 
complex hair. If you feel compelled 
to wear at least some jewelry, try a 
pair of simple chandelier earrings to
RE-USE AND RECYCLE
Of course, finding a dress doesn't 
necessarily mean buying a new 
one. Recycling old prom dresses 
(the one your Mom is dying for you 
to donate) is a great way to find a 
fresh look for a formal occasion. It 
also gives you an excuse to ditch 
studying and to get together with 
girlfriends for a swap party.
Another option is buying a dress 
second hand. Stores like Nava on 
Thayer Street offer great vintage 
dresses at reasonable prices. The 
other perk about buying vintage is 
that you will own a one-of-a-kind 
piece and it's a sure guarantee no one 
else will be wearing the same thing.
Also, try recycling old dresses you 
may be bored of with new accessories. 
A good pair of shoes can completely 
change an outfit. Take your go-to little 
black dress and pair it with a multi- 
tone suede shoe for a bright touch. 
Or choose an embellished shoe with 
a platform for some height and an eye 
catching in-step for the dance floor.
BAKERS SHOES
Either way, don't drain your 
bank accounts investing in a dress 
you might only wear on a few 
occasions. Instead, buy timeless, 
multi-season pieces, accessories 
you can pair with outfits on other 
occasions, or make a trade with a 
best friend. Find the right dress 
on a budget, and you'll feel even 
better wearing it the night of!
EDITOR EDITORVS.
This Week: Favorite "Best Actor" Oscar Winner
Catherine Northington
Favorite "Best Actor" Winner: Jimmy Stewart
Her Thoughts: Jimmy Stewart is perhaps the most lovable actor in the 
history of cinema (though Tom Hanks gives him a run for his money, 
as far as Oscar winners go. It was a tough decision). Classically 
handsome, Stewart boasts his Oscar nod for 1940's The Philadelphia 
Story. His prolific career includes a bevy of cinema favorites—who 
could forget his roles in Hitchcock's Rear Window and Vertigo? Last, 
but not least, consider his unforgettable role in one of my favorite 
movies of all time, It's A Wonderful Life. Tall, elegant, 
and well-spoken, Stewart is an unforgettable 
icon of twentieth-century Hollywood.
Views On Sarah: Michael Douglas is a skilled 
actor, and a stately, attractive 
old man. Plus, he was even 
younger and more dashing 
when he starred as Gekko.
Such an awesome movie.
HOWEVER, he is no match for 
Jimmy Stewart. I defy you to watch 
Stewart play George Bailey in It's 
A Wonderful Life and not leave with a 
renewed zest for living. Even if Stewart 
doesn't strike your fancy, Michael Douglas 
doesn't even approach my boy Tom Hanks 
in terms of awesomeness and fikeability. 
(If you don't like Tom Hanks, then 
something is seriously, seriously wrong 
with you. This is entirely irrelevant to my 
argument for Jimmy Stewart. The End.)
Sarah Dombroski
Favorite "Best Actor" Winner: Michael Douglas
Her Thoughts: I will preface with the fact that I detest Shia 
LaBeouf. The mere thought of Shia starring side by side with 
my boy Michael is laughable. However, the unfortunate reality 
that Monsieur LaBeouf actually had the cajones to think he 
could be the new Charlie Sheen is outrageous (you know, just 
casually slipping into Spanish). Excuse my tangent. Michael 
Douglas as Gordon Gekko inspired one of my favorite lines 
of all time ("So what's on your mind, Kimosabe? Why am I 
listening to you?" if anyone was curious) and thus 
carving out a place in my heart for the original 
Wall Street, and himself. From Fatal Attraction to 
Basic Instinct, Douglas continues to fittingly hog 
the spotlight because, after all, greed is really the 
only thing that gets anyone anywhere.
Views On Catherine: It's A Wonderful Life is 
presently battling a bevy of other phenomenally 
crafted films for the position of "Sarah Dombroski's 
Favorite Movie," therefore, I have nothing bad to 
say about it. It is easily one of the most heartwarming 
motion pictures of all time, and from the age of eight, 
I was pretty sure Jimmy Stewart and I would wed.
I didn't factor in the age difference, but that is 
irrelevant to this argument. I'd say, and this 
is in poor Ed v. Ed form, that Jimmy 
Stewart and Michael Douglas are 
both fantastic in different ways, and 
I cannot possibly say anything bad 
about either of them.
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Let’s Rant!
by Sarah Dombroski T3
A&E Assistant Editor
Picks of theWeek




I am genuinely 
repulsed, or should 
I say jenuinely—that 
any family would want 
to reproduce to the 
point where they are 
charged with rearing 
19 children, all of 
whom possess names 
starting with the letter 
"J." It makes me want 
to regurgitate in my 
mouth. The Duggars 
believe that using birth 
control compromises 
their values, but my 
question is why doesn't attempting 
to raise 19 children, one of which was 
bom three months prematurely with 
serious health problems, with all of the 
love and attention possible from two 
parents, compromise their values? 
A friend of mine once told me that, 
in response to her mother's decision 
to only have two children her father 
said, "Two is perfect, because I only 
have two hands." This is an idea that 
most people are forgetting. In an age 
where children are so involved and 
active, having a massive family, like 
the Duggars, limits kids exponentially, 
and in ways beyond just neglect. I am 
not claiming the Duggars neglect their 
children, as I do not know them and 
am not one of their 19 children (that 
wouldn't work anyway because my 
name starts with an "S"), but I am 
saying that a 14-year-old cannot act as 
a stand-in parent and be as effective a 
guardian for said child as their actual 
parent would be. It mathematically 
doesn't work.
Moving away from my theoretical 
issues with the moral philosophy the 
Duggars subscribe to, I think a more 
pressing issue is why TLC thinks the 
American public needs to see this 
business. There are so many shows 
out there chronicling the trials and 
tribulations of raising tons of kids, 
including, but not limited to, Jon 
and Kate plus 8, which turned into 
Kate Plus 8, and obviously 19 Kids 
and Counting, which was previously 
17 Kids and Counting, and 18 Kids 
and Counting. My first point is 
that promoting and advertising 
a show about a massively large 
family functioning moderately
well is, in a sense, condoning these 
obscenely-sized families. It could 
prompt other deeply and devoutly 
conservative Christians in less 
promising socio-economic standing 
to throw their cares to the wind 
rather than to rationally think about 
the consequences. Additionally, the 
Duggars do not understand that 
their choice to have 19 kids does 
not affect only themselves. Their 
belief in God should not minimize 
important issues such as medical and 
environmental risks. Mrs. Duggar 
is lucky that she Eves in a country 
where any of the risks associated 
with reproducing after childbearing 
years are over can be dealt with. 
Some, however, may not be so lucky. 
The Duggars have unknowingly set a 
standard. The world has now seen a 
family managing 19 kids, where the 
matriarch of the family is very willing 
to continue to have more. If they can 
do it, anyone can do it, because it has 
now been established as manageable.
That's just the medical side; 
the environmental side opens up 
a whole new can of worms. With 
each child bom, they multiply 
their mother's carbon legacy by 5.7 
percent, meaning that alone, the 
Duggar children could potentially be 
responsible for inducing more than a 
million metric tons of carbon dioxide 
into the atmosphere. That's a lot of 
carbon dioxide!
Basically, I think these shows just 
don't promote the common good, 
like The Jersey Shore, Rock of Love, 16 
and Pregnant, or Tila Tequila: A Shot at 
Love do. Trashy reality T.V. for all!
Movie
500 Days of Summer 
Directed by Marc Webb
Last year's quirky-cool, indie­
sleeper hit, (500) Days of Summer, 
takes a non-linear look at 500 days 
of the relationship between Tom and 
Summer (Joseph Gordon-Levitt and 
Zooey Deschanel, both of whom are 
wonderful), jumping back and forth 
between the good times and the 
broken-hearted-karaoke-singing bad 
ones. The movie represents director 
Marc Webb's film debut. Previously, 
he had only worked on music videos 
(including those for Green Day and 
Fergie, among others), and the movie 
itself is beautifully shot. Rarely does 
a movie touch an audience as this one 
does or lead to such a heated battle 
of the sexes debate upon its viewing 
(always "Summer is terrible!" from 
the guys vs. "Tom should have 
known better!" from the girls). It's a 
fun, bittersweet look at relationships, 
and a surprisingly original one at 
that. The soundtrack, featuring 
Regina Spektor, the Smiths, and Feist, 





House of Leaves 
by Mark Danielewski
One of the most strange, complex, 
and interesting books 1 have ever come 
across, House of Leaves offers you a 
whopping 676 pages of pure eeriness. 
The story-within-a-story deals with 
a tattoo parlor employee named 
Johnny Truant, who stumbles upon 
a manuscript in his new apartment 
that is actually an academic record of 
a (fictional) documentary film called 
The Navidson Record. The record 
follows the Navidson family, who 
move into a seemingly ordinary home 
in Virginia, but come to find that the 
inside of the house is expanding, 
while the outside remains the same. 
First a door appears, then a hallway, 
then a spiral staircase, and finally 
a labyrinth. The house's seemingly 
infinite changes lead characters to 
insanity, murder, and death. The story 
is told with interjecting footnotes 
from Johnny, from "editors," and 
from other characters and narrators, 
all of whom interact with each other 
in complicated ways. Some pages of 
the book only have a few words on 
them, placed in a manner that mirrors 
the action of the novel. It's impossible 
to really do this work justice in a 
paragraph, but trust me when I say 
House of Leaves is one of the most 
fascinating novels you will ever read.
Lady Gaga
Why do I love Lady Gaga so 
much? Maybe it is the pant-less 
costumes or the fact that she 
asked Cher to hold her meat 
purse on live TV. Regardless, 
the songs from 2009's The Fame 
Monster, her follow up to 2008's 
The Fame, were well-deserving 
of those eight VMA's, placing 
her second only to Madonna 
for most VMA's ever won and 
further securing her position 
as a modern music icon. Gaga 
has stated that The Fame Monster 
explores the darker side of 
life in the limelight. Honestly, 
I don't know if I would have 
gotten that impression from 
poppy tracks like "Telephone." 
But that's okay. It's all catchy, 
bizarre, and utterly Gaga. Now 
show me your teeth!








Want to perform in McPhail's? 
 
Battle of the Bands hosted by STO P Hunger
. Friday, November 16 th
Sign up by November 12 th 
Email gedirtese@friars.providence.ecta for 
more information
Smithh Center
Sponsored by Dance Club
Hellenic Student Association invites you to 
experience an authentic Greek dance 
performance on Friday, November 12th! The 
Odyssey Dance Troupe from the 
Annunciation Greek Orthodox Church in 
Cranston, Rl will perform a variety of dances 
from all over Greece, and an audience 
participation portion will follow. Greek 
pastry will be provided. Join us in Aquinas 
Lounge from 4-6 PM!
Slavin Center
McPhail’s
(401)865-1120 AIM: McPhailsO2 mcphails@providence.edu
Not going to JRW?
Senior Semi
Don't forget your semi formal 
attire and your dancing shoes
McPhail's IM: McPhailsO2
McPhail's Hours:











Check us out on Facebook! Full Bar w/ID! 
AH are welcome!
• Milkshake...................... $3.00
(Chocolate, Vanilla, Strawberry, Coffee)
• Milkshake w/topping.... $3.50
•Fountain Soda................$1.00
(Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Ginger Ale, Cranberry Juice, 
Fruit Punch Powerade, Seltzer)
•Rockstar.... ..$2.00
Live in McPhailsSaturday 
11/139pm
Friday, 11/12 8pm mcPhails
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The Steady Stream of Time (Part 1 )
by Dara Plath T3 
Asst. Portfolio Editor
Fiction
Douglas Heart stood on Plaform Four 
waiting for the subway to roll in. He 
never liked subway terminals; they were 
dirty and dark, but today he needed to 
get to his destination fast and couldn't 
wait in the traffic that a taxi ride would 
involve. To his right, Douglas noticed 
a man with long hair and bell bottoms 
singing a song long forgotten in the folds 
of history. It was from the seventies, 
he thought. A song about love and 
forgiveness; two things he had forgotten 
how to do a long time ago.
"Excuse me?"
Douglas looked back to find a young 
woman, maybe in her early twenties, 
staring at him. She had short, blonde 
There is nothing we could want.
by Blake Bergeron ’11 
Portfolio Staff
But a turn of fortune by morning - 
frost creeping across the window panes, 
longing to be intimate with the bottled heat. 
So inch by inch we relent. Step out 
into the cold and offer a stamp of skin, 
then the whole envelope. And so on until 
we are nude in the snow, our extremities 
pale lines of verse, eloquently lewd.
Careful fixations growing mild by noon, 
though for months obsession counted itself conquered 
But what of it?
The fat will drip whether or not there is 
a pan to catch it. Liquid the easiest 
of them all - we are enamored 
with defined elasticity. Smoke we abide, 
but cannot return its sooty clasp. 
Plasma comes at night, tells us secrets 
about our grumpy uncles, doesn’t seem to mind 
when we say we don’t believe.
Fixations
hair and eyes the color of moss. She 
was a pretty girl; the type of girl who 
Douglas, twenty years earlier, may 
have tried to start a conversation with. 
But those days were over.
"Yes?" he said.
"I was wondering if you had the 
time." Her voice was smooth like 
velvet and reminded him of his wife's 
tone. Douglas quickly put that thought 
from his mind. Now was not the time 
to think of her.
"It's 4:00," he informed her.
"Thank you." And with that, she 
was gone. Douglas watched her walk 
along the platform, her skirt swaying 
with every step she took. How fickle 
meeting a person could be: they could 
change your life forever or ask for 
something as simple as the time.
At 4:10, the subway came screeching 
into the station. Douglas picked up 
his brown, tattered suitcase and took 
a step back, waiting for the doors to 
open. When they finally did, herds of 
people came pushing out of the other 
side. People of all different shapes and 
sizes, religions and ethnicities. Douglas 
pushed past a man carrying a briefcase 
and newspaper and made his way to a 
seat across from the door.
"Emma, come back here!" a voice 
called from the other end of the car. 
Douglas immediately jerked his head 
up. Emma. The name was so familiar 
to him that simply hearing it come 
out of this stranger's mouth made 
every nerve in his body tingle with 
remembrance. A little girl passed him, 
walking toward her father's voice. She 
had curly black hair and skin the color 
of chocolate brown. Not his Emma.
Now is the time, thought Douglas. 
If he didn't do it now, he never would. 
He picked up the suitcase sitting on the 
seat next to him and slowly unzipped 
it. However, before he could secure 
the items inside, the subway jerked to 
the right and everything came flying 
out. Everything was not much, but it 
was Douglas' whole world. A faded 
picture of a young girl; a small, dark 
blue velvet jewelry box; frayed letters 
held together by a rubber band; a set 
of keys; a library card displaying a 
picture of a young woman, smiling 
ear to ear. Douglas bent down to pick 
up the items and noticed a young man 
had also bent down across from him.
"Here, let me help you with this," he 
said. The man was tall and thin. He had 
short, brown hair and sunken cheeks 
that reminded Douglas of a goldfish. 
However, that wasn't what first caught 
his attention. On the side of the man's 
neck was a tattoo of a woman's face. 
She was a rather pretty woman with 
big lips, and hair that wrapped around 
his whole neck and curled like waves 
on a restless ocean. When he smiled, 
the man revealed a silver tongue ring 
the size of a small pebble. But there was 
something about his eyes, something 
that Douglas couldn't quite place.
"You have some odd items in 
this suitcase here," he said while 
handing the jewelry box back to its 
owner. Douglas just smiled and took 
the box from him. He didn't want 
to talk about the items. They both 
stood up, and the man took a seat 
across from Douglas.
"My name's John. John Anderson." 
John extended his hand out to Douglas, 
ffiho reluctantly tookjt
"Douglas Heart."
"And where are you headed today, 
Douglas Heart?" said John in an overtly 
friendly tone. Douglas looked at him, 
annoyed by his constant chatter.
"Brooklyn."
"You don't sound like you come 
from Brooklyn."
"I don't. Just visiting."
"So, what is a man like you doing 
traveling to Brooklyn with a few knick- 
knacks in a tattered suitcase?"
"I don't believe..." but as he started 
to deny his new companion an answer 
to his question, Douglas looked into 
his eyes. Only once before had he seen 
eyes like this man's. They were pale 
blue, like the sky on a perfect summer 
morning, and seemed to look beyond 
the exterior of a person, right into the 
soul. Only once before had Douglas 
seen eyes like these. Only once before 
had he been looked at in this way. They 
were Emma's eyes.
"I'm going to see my daughter," 
said Douglas, quickly regretting telling 
this stranger anything.
"And are those items in your suitcase 
hers?" he asked curiously.
"No," said Douglas, looking away, 
"they're mine."
Suddenly, John got up and took a 
seat next to Douglas. He leaned in close 
to him and whispered something so 
low that Douglas had to strain to hear 
him over the screeching of the subway.
"You see this tattoo I have on my 
neck? It's a picture of my ex-wife. We 
were in love once, a long time ago. I 
thought we were going to be together 
forever." John suddenly laughed, 
revealing a set of perfect, white teeth.
"I was young," he explained. "You 
do stupid things when you're young. 
Things you may regret. But the key to 
regret, Douglas Heart, is learning how to 
let it go." Just then the subway roared to 
a stop and John jumped out of his seat.
"Well, this is my stop," he said 
as he began to walk towards the 
opening doors.
"Oh," said John, pausing, and turning 
to look at Douglas one more time, "Tell 
your daughter I said hi," and suddenly 
he was gone, just another face in a sea 
of endless people. Douglas remained in 
his seat, staring at the space John had 
left vacant. What did he mean when he 
spoke about regret? How could he have 
known...? But Douglas wouldn't finish 
that thought, or rather, he couldn't.
To Be Continued...
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Shakespeare Series #4: Puddles
By Conor Leary 'll 
Portfolio Editor
Fiction
Puddles had always entranced her. 
It was something peculiar to the young 
daughter of the most trusted advisor 
to the king and the king's brother. The 
advisor was a master of uttering words 
of pompous praise and of never truly 
recognizing the underlying poison 
lacing any syllable he heard uttered 
in the castle of Denmark where he 
was employed. Upon the day of his 
daughter's birth, he heard only the 
comment from the praising king; not the 
beautiful notes cried by his miraculous 
daughter. Before he acknowledged the 
cries, he was sure to accept the praises 
from the king's brother.
Ophelia was left with her mother 
for most of her life while her father 
and brother entertained the king's 
wishes as noble servants. In Denmark, 
where the clouds rose like battalions 
of unstoppable warriors dressed in 
charred armor repeatedly, Ophelia was 
given the boundaries of her family's 
land to explore. Her mother was a quiet 
lady, fair and beautiful with little to 
teach a girl younger than sixteen. In the 
years that her daughter was more apt to 
wander than wonder at the politics of 
politeness and the courtesy of curtsies 
and correct china, she left her to do so, 
even when the hellish warriors above 
launched projectiles of sharp rain out 
of their blackened encasements.
The small princess of the most 
trusted advisor and the beauteous 
lady skipped through the gardens 
of her home. She tripped over plants 
and plucked many flowers to fill 
her bundles, but she was never so 
fascinated by the naturally recurring 
things of the world than the puddles 
that formed after the day's rain.
She would catch herself. She would 
race out into the storm once the thunder 
and lightning had receded enough for 
her tiny embodiment to appear from 
her shelter. She would find herself in 
the puddles, watching how her little 
form wavered and danced as if no 
solid bone secured her posture. She 
would stand the stillest she could 
ever imagine herself standing, locking 
her limbs and tightening her teeth so 
her hair would become stiff and her 
face would move with the ripples of 
the little pool. It would tell her that 
time was still proceeding on. It would 
reveal to her that the earth beneath her 
feet was still moving and that she was 
growing closer and closer to the time 
her mother valued most.
"One day, dear daughter, your heart 
will drown for one. That one you will 
never breathe around naturally. It 
will be forever tormenting and yet 
you will crave to feel that tremendous 
fault to your respiration.''
When Ophelia matured and began 
to moisten prettier dresses on her 
excursions to visit her mirroring 
puddles, fate diminished her mother. 
She was left alone, her mother passing 
beyond a veil where she might 
forever find peace, with no need to 
become professorial to her daughter's 
lifestyle and habits. In leaving her 
daughter and the rest of her family 
behind, her mother brought Ophelia 
close to deliver very brittle words.
"One day, dear daughter, your 
heart will drown for one. That one you 
will never breathe around naturally. 
It will be forever tormenting and yet 
you will crave to feel that tremendous 
fault to your respiration."
It was the lesson Ophelia had learned 
most strongly. She held it close to her 
heart and under the mild supervision 
of Polonius, her diligent and advising 
father, and Laertes, her academic brother, 
she took languid steps through her 
world. She nimbly sought the puddles 
of rainstorms, leaving the solitude of her 
home and making adventures through 
newly-christened water worlds. There 
were periods when she would swim 
through barbaric rainfall, letting the 
projectiles beat mercilessly on her skin 
and the thunder scream in her head. 
She would watch the ammunition fall 
and fill the wells of each and every 
puddle she encountered, letting the 
image wavering beneath her become 
blemished and nearly unrecognizable.
It was during a venture through a 
much calmer wave of precipitation 
that brought Ophelia's heart into 
the waters of torment. Watching 
the reflection of a beautiful flower 
in a puddle, a phenomenal hand 
did reach out of it. It touched the 
moistened petals of the flower and 
when Ophelia did bring her eyes up 
from the visionary puddle, she laid 
her heart upon him.
He deserved a prince's title. His 
hair, cornflower and arranged in 
twists and knots, seemed mythical. 
He nursed the flower with quivering 
fingertips and glared so powerfully 
at the thorns jutting like protective 
spears from its stem. Ophelia, in 
prolonging her quiet vision of him, 
came upon the veil of black folded 
over his brow. It brought a deep 
solitude to his features. It reminded 
her of the deep solitude across 
her own. She said nothing and in 
returning her eye to the puddle, she 
saw his hand detach the stem from 
the ground. No dagger had been 
necessary. She watched the rose hover 
in the reflection of the small puddle, his 
hand fiercely holding the thorny stem.
His face did enter the regions of the 
puddle, just enough for her to see that 
curious brow and his inflamed eyes. 
There was passion without them and 
passion with the flower he offered. 
Allowing her hand to invade the 
puddle, she watched when he gave her 
the small token, how their limbs rippled 
when connected between the sharp 
stem. They shimmered in the kind, 
storm's end. The red of the rose dripped 
out of the prince's hand from a newly 
drawn wound. The blood poisoned 
the puddle's water and made Ophelia's 
respiration forever brittle.
Ophelia found tears leaking out of 
her eyes on her final night. She tried 
gazing sternly at the figure to fix it still, 
but this puddle was far too large. It 
growled tempestuously inside itself and 
shook her figure, shaking all her pain, 
fury, and despair out of her. She felt the 
severe damage that had been done to her 
heart, so mangled and gripped by the 
prince who had once shared a puddle's 
fascination with her. Out of that puddle 
had come a rose.
Writer in SpotlightJ 
William Shakespeare
(1564-1616)
William Shakespeare was a playwright during the reigns 
of Queen Elizabeth I and James I, who wholly examined 
the human person in the brilliantly poetic and realistic 
plays he wrote. Among his writings, which also include 
narratives poems and sonnets, Shakespeare produced 
beautiful techniques of rhyme scheme and word choice 
that actually affected the way his lines should be delivered. 
As a playwright, he demonstrated extreme authority over 
comedies, tragedies, histories, and romances, including 
in them all his mastery of character development, poetic 
dialogue, plot progression, and his examination of the 
human psyche when challenged and defied. Shakespeare 
altered the worlds of literature and drama by calling the 
world a stage and fascinating all with the words he gave his 
actors to deliver.
Some of his plays include: Hamlet, Othello, King Lear, Twelfth 




Out of that puddle had come all the 
pain she wished to never feel again. She 
stepped forward. She had never again 
entered the puddles she searched out after 
the day's rain. She always avoided them, 
afraid slightly that one storm would create 
a body of water too large that it would 
become a lake. As the rain poured over her 
head and unearthed such seismic ripples 
from beneath the water's surface, she let 
her foot sink. Her other foot followed, and 
soon enough, the puddle brought water 
over her head. She forced her feet onward 
even as her mind urged her out.
Before she let her head slip completely 
underneath the puddle she knew to be a 
lake, she remembered what her mother 
had told her.
"One day, dear daughter, your heart 
will drown for one. That one you will never 
breathe around naturally. It will be forever 
tormenting and yet you will crave to feel 
that tremendous fault to your respiration."
Her mind told her to breathe, to leave, 
to swim. It was her heart that kept her 
underneath, weighing like an anchor 
inside her chest, speaking muted pleas 
to the one who would not let her breathe.
"Hamlet..."
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Like A Ray 
of Light
by Margaret Barresi T2
Portfolio Staff
Fiction
I pulled the hood of my sweatshirt 
tighter around my neck, pinching it 
just below my chin, hoping to enclose 
as much warm air as possible. The 
early November wind iced over my 
exposed skin, blowing a fragile layer 
of coolness that wandered across 
the ridges of my hands and face. 
The sun was beginning to go down, 
illuminating everything with a golden 
hue that seemed to radiate from the 
very center of each object, drawing 
out the innermost beauty of ordinary. 
I fumbled through my purse to grab 
the keys buried somewhere below 
the mass of vital yet unimportant 
junk. The music coming from inside 
my apartment was already circling 
around my head, slipping into my 
body, flowing through my mind and 
back out again between my lips.
"And I feel like I just got home..." 
I caught myself humming the old 
Madonna song, smiling at the 
coincidental music choice of my 
roommates as I turned the doorknob 
and pulled open the heavy, old door.
"Oh herrrrrrooooo!" I heard one of them 
call from the bedroom just out of sight, as 
the volume of Madonna was lowered.
"Why hello!" I called, taking off 
my sweatshirt and walking towards 
the room I shared with two out of 
the four remaining girls that also 
lived in the apartment. I peeked 
my head around the doorframe and 
couldn't help but smile at the sight 
in front of me. All four of them were 
sitting on the closest bed with their 
limbs stretched over eachother, 
leaning towards two white laptops 
that were playing different songs.
"Brittany vs. Madonna?" I asked, 
raising my eyebrows. "Wasn't that 
already done a couple of years ago, 
guys?" I strained my ears to decipher 
between the clashing melodies of 
"Baby One More Time" and "Like a 
Virgin," or was it the Glee version? 
Who knew.
"At least it's not Taylor Swift 
again," Ginny replied, looking at 
Rory and smiling. "Looovvveee you," 
she teased, blowing her an air kiss.
"Excuse you," Rory cut in, 
pushing her hand away, "Her 
new album just sold over two 
million copies the first week it 
was released. AND it is nowhere 
near as idealized as Fearless." She 
reached across Patty, trying to grab 
the computer and no doubt change 
it to one of those chart-toppers.
"Hey, watch yourself, I just got 
this computer," Quin cried, slapping 
away Rory's hands.
"Stay on your side!" Patty snapped, 
lightly shoving Rory back into place. 
"Can we have a dance party? Some 
Beyonce perhaps?"
"Oooohhh, put on some Ke$ha!"
"No! Katy Perry, 'Let Me See Your 
Peacock!'"
"No! 'Love the Way You Lie Part 2'."
"GUYS! Ok let's play the iPod 
game," I reasoned. "Rory, turn off 
Taylor Swift," I said, rolling my eyes, 
confused as to how she had managed 
to wrestle herself one of the computers. 
"Quin, hit shuffle."
Everyone got off the bed and 
gathered behind Quin, watching 
intently as she lightly moved her 
delicate finger over to the keyboard 
and hit a couple of buttons. Moments 
later, we heard Madonna's voice fill the 
space of the room once again, as the 
electric beats of the opening melody 
of "Ray of Light" began to bounce 
through the apartment.
"We just heard this," Rory complained.
"Listen, it's the rule, the iPod has 
spoken," I said, smiling, not disappointed 
in the least. "You can't change it!" I began 
to dance out of the room, jumping around 
with my arms up in the air, caught up 
in how much I loved the song. As the 
chorus charged through the air, it ignited 
the space surrounding us. Everyone 
was dancing now, rhythmically twisting 
their arms and pulsing their legs, carried 
around the room by the thumping beat.
"Quicker than a ray of light!!!" We all 
tilted our heads back and let the familiar 
words escape out of our open mouths, 
united in our voices and motions.
At one point, I stopped moving 
and looked at the four girls 
continuing to dance around me. 1 
was struck by how different they 
were, not only in looks but in 
personalities, backgrounds, and 
interests. Friendship is a funny 
thing in that way. In its purest form, 
it is completely independent of all 
worldly categories and stereotypes. 
It can spark from something as 
simple as a common smile over 
a professor's bad joke or shared 
anxiety over trying to find your first 
lab classroom. But it grows inside 
you, branching up through your 
veins and bones, becoming a part 
of who you are, and supporting 
you as you take on life. Looking 
at these girls, I knew everything 
would be okay. No matter how hard 
schoolwork became, or how scary 
life became, it would all work out in 
the end because I wasn't alone. And 
I as stood there, slowly lifting my 
arms back up to the ceiling in time 
with the music, I somehow knew 
we'd always come back to this place. 
Like a ray of light, surrounding each 
other to brighten the way.
Love Song 2010
by Bobby Bretz ’12
Portfolio Staff
VII. Home Again
No! I have not yet played pretend, nor have wanted to;
Have begun anew, when the streetlights flicker off and on, 
And falsely so, a bird in search of carrion,
Slipping down into the cool and glistening dark, 
Attempting to reflect and to redact,
Correcting angles of refraction,
Folding inward like a tesseract,
Second-guessing every action—
Seeking, as it were, his final lark.
Truth be told, truth be told,
I have begun to wear my trousers rolled.
Shall I gauge my ears? Do I dare to wear black denim jeans?
I shall wander through the mist, upon a snow-covered beach 
And hear the ravens cawing, each to each.
I dare not say what it means to me.
I have seen you in the dirty coffeehouses 
Lending sympathies to the suicide soliloquists
When the air is dank with the orphaned dreams of derelicts.
You have lingered in the chambers of my heart 
Where faded flings and would-be lovers loiter so 
Till careful footsteps wake me, and you go.
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A Haunting of A Husband
by Keely Mohin '14 
Portfolio Staff
Fiction
I glided through the door like a 
breeze and found you sitting in your 
chair, a newspaper splayed across 
your lap. I glanced around the room 
and saw, with little surprise, that the 
place I once deigned to call home had 
not changed much at all. The blinds 
were still shut, a baseball game was 
still playing on the television, and 
the only light in the room emanated 
dimly from a small lamp on the end 
table. You sat in that little pool of 
struggling light while the darkness 
fought to surround you.
Outside, the wind howled and the 
rain fell like vengeful knives against 
the windowpanes. I glided about the 
room, sauntering around you like a 
predator, deciding how best to get 
your attention. Thunder shook the 
house, and you glanced up from your 
paper for only a moment. Lightning 
struck nearby, filling the room with 
a faint glow. You shifted in your seat. 
"Enough of the theatrics," I thought 
to myself, "I had better go in for the 
kill." I flittered to the television and 
changed the channel. You looked up 
from your paper slowly, your eyes 
scanning the room. You little fool. You 
knew you could never see me, and yet 
you still tried. You reached slowly for 
the remote and changed the channel 
back to the game. After waiting for a 
few moments, as if checking if I had 
left, you went back to your reading. 
I smiled to myself and changed the 
channel once more.
You stood quickly from your chair, 
the paper falling in heaps onto the floor 
in front of you. You reached with a 
shaky hand for the remote and turned 
the television off. You bent down, your 
eyes scanning the room, and gathered 
your pathetic pages. I brushed past 
you, blew my cold breath against your 
skin, and turned off the light. You 
shuddered. I reveled in that shudder.
"Who’s there?" you asked the air, 
your voice faltering.
"Don't tell me you don't remember 
me, Mick..." I said in mock sadness. 
You turned and looked up at the 
ceiling. Another clap of thunder. 
Another streak of lightening.
"Who’s there? Go away! Leave me 
alone!" You rushed towards the lamp 
and knocked it over in your attempts 
to turn it on. I laughed maniacally, 
fitfully, like the mad woman you 
always said I was.
I followed you as you stumbled 
into the kitchen. You turned on every 
light and checked to see that every 
window and every door was locked. I 
remembered those locks. They worked 
to keep me in, but now they could 
never keep me out. I sat upon the 
counter as you walked about the room 
like a madman. You wrung your hands, 
clutched your hair, and failed in your 
attempts to steady your breathing. I 
loved watching you suffer.
I waited for five minutes, ten 
minutes, an hour, leading you 
into a false sense of security. You 
walked to the fridge and pulled out 
a piece of raspberry pie. You cut it 
methodically, as if being cautious in 
every aspect of your being would 
keep me away. You sat down at the 
table and took slow bites. I never 
knew you to be a man of slow bites. 
You were an animal, a lion, a savage 
excuse for existence. Look what I 
made you now, though. I made you 
a little lamb. Remember when you 
called me a lamb? Remember when 
you were the lion?
I grew weary of waiting. I sat 
beside you, watched your chin quiver 
as you chewed. I reached up my hand 
slowly, willing myself to enjoy this. 
It would be the last time. I could 
not stay anymore. I had promised 
that I would give you only what you 
deserved. You had tortured all my 
days and haunted all my nights for 
twenty years. I gave you the same. 
The next day it would end.
I closed my eyes for a moment, 
taking a mental picture of everything 
about you that I hated. Your cruelty, 
your selfishness, your temper. I opened 
them slowly, channeled my emotions, 
and glared at you with a look of utter 
disgust. Finally, with a great surge of 
energy, I smashed the pie into your 
face, covering your nose, cheek, and 
hands with red-purple goo. You let 
out a yelp. For a moment, I wondered 
if you would sob. I wanted you to sob 
so badly. I wanted to see if you had 
any true emotion beyond fear and 
cowardice in you, if you weren't some 
hard, cold stone of existence.
Instead, you stood, hands shaking, 
and walked to the sink. You turned on 
the faucet and began scrubbing your 
hands and face with fervor. It was no 
use, though; your hands had stained 
red. I smiled at the irony. You scrubbed 
and scrubbed and scrubbed, but you 
could never wash away the sins of the 
past. The blood of my nosebleeds and 
bruises and broken bones would never 
be erased from your finger prints. You 
could never escape it. You could never 
make it go away. I could leave you 
forever, and it would not make the 
least bit of difference.
"Come on, come on, come on," 
you muttered as you poured more 
soap into your palm. "Get off!" My 
smile faded slightly. I looked at you, 
standing by the sink, torture clinging 
to every fiber of your being, and felt 
sorry for you. You began to shake 
violently, and real tears, the emotion 
I yearned for, fell from your eyes. 
They brought me no happiness. I 
stepped away from you slowly, my 
eyes never leaving you.
A deal is a deal. Twenty years for 
twenty years. I floated through the dark 
hallway, into the even darker living 
room, and flittered out the doorway. 
As I left, the thunder ceased, the 
lightening left, and the rain subsided. 
Anger had taken her leave.
Ms
Staff Pick of the Week
Eat, Pray, Love
by Elizabeth Gilbert
This memoir by American author Elizabeth Gilbert traces the arduous, comical, and incredible journey of a woman trying 
to find her place in the world. After finalizing a bitter divorce and ending an impassioned affair, Gilbert finds herself lost in 
the life she once thought was perfect. Recalling her meeting with a medicine man in Bali who told her she would one day 
come back to study with him, Gilbert decides to do the impossible: devote an entire year to herself. In an effort to satiate 
her desires, she travels to Italy, the land of pizza, pasta, and gelato. In an attempt to find peace of mind and forgiveness, she 
ventures to an Ashram in India. Finally, in order to discover true happiness, she returns to the beginning of it all in Bali. Both 
heart-breaking and insightful, the story which Elizabeth Gilbert has chosen to share ultimately reveals a truth which we tend 
to overlook in our busy lives: in order to find love within the world, we must first find love within ourselves.
—Dara Plath '13
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ABOVE:
Major Leyden, Executive Director of Safety and Security, 
presented Ray Hall '10 with a certificate of appreciation 
for his rendering of the department patch on the wall of 
the department conference room.
ABOVE:
PC After Hours, WDOM, and BOP sponsored a Rap Battle in McPhail's last Thursday 
night. M-dot, Boston's Rapper of the Year, was on hand to judge and perform.
RIGHT:
Thomas Lux was on campus for a poetry reading last 
Thursday. He has published twelve books of poetry, his 
most recent being God Particles.
BILLY NAWROCKI’12/THE COWL
BILLY NAWROCKI ’12/THE COWL
"Stay Classy, George W. Bush"
by Bridget Reed '12
ABOVE:
Providence Swimming and Diving competed at home 
against Boston College on Wednesday, Nov. 10th.




What is the cheesiest pick-up line 
you have ever heard?
"Where did you get that dress, and how can I get 
you out of it?"
Will Buckley '12, Sarah Caputo '12
"Let's make like fabric softener and snuggle."
Matty Condon '13, DJ McSwiggen '12
"Did it hurt when you fell from Heaven."
Father Peter Batts, O.P
"I'm not drunk, I'm just intoxicated by you."
Emily Goodman '11
"If you were a booger, I'd pick you."
Sarah Fichera '13, Sammy LaCouture'13
"Are you wearing spacepants? Because your butt 
is out of this world."
Casey Wheeler '12, Emily Foster '12
"Does it look like we 
need pick-up lines?" 
-Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie
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WHO IS THE ONE TEACHER THAT INSPIRES YOU THE MOST?
NOMINATE THAT TEACHER FOR THE
JOSEPH R. ACCINNO FACULTY TEACHING AWARD
This award recognizes a current tenured faculty member who not only demonstrates excellence in teaching, but also 
conveys a passion and enthusiasm for learning, and shows concern for students’ academic and personal growth.
Deadline for nominations is November 17, 2010.
http://www.providence.edu/forms/cte/nominationform/
If you have any questions please contact the Center for Teaching Excellence at 401 -865-1340.
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Friars




Sophomore — Piscataway, N.J.
Cintron scored the game-winning goal to 
propel the Friars to a victory over top-seeded 
Georgetown in the Big East Quarterfinals.
Corinne Buie
Women's Hockey 
Freshman — Edina, Minn.
Buie notched a goal and an assist to help the Friars 
defeat Hockey East rival Maine on Sunday.
Friday, 11/5
Women's Volleyball vs. Binghamton 





Men's Basketball vs. Bentley
Men's Soccer vs. Georgetown
Men's Hockey vs. Vermont
Women's Hockey at Boston University 
Women's Volleyball vs. Albany
Men's Swim & Dive at Seton Hall 









Women's Basketball at Saint Joseph's
Men's Soccer vs. Cincinnati
Men's Hockey at Alabama-Huntsville
Men's Swim & Dive vs. Brown







Women's Hockey vs. Maine
Saturday, 11/13
Men's Basketball vs. Dartmouth
Men's Hockey at Alabama-Huntsville
Women's Cross Country at NCAA Northeast Regional 
Men's Cross Country at NCAA Northeast Regional 








Men's Swim & Dive vs. Boston College 
Women's Swim & Dive vs. Boston College
Sunday, 11/14
Women's Basketball vs. Massachusetts 








Men's Basketball vs. Yale
Tuesday, 11/16









Team W L T W L T Team W L T w L T
Boston University 4 0 2 6 0 2 Boston College 4 0 2 7 0 3
Providence 3 2 2 3 4 2 Boston University 2 0 1 8 1 1
Boston College 3 2 0 5 3 0 New Hampshire 2 1 0 8 3 0
Maine 2 0 1 4 1 3 Northeastern 1 1 1 7 2 2
New Hampshire 2 0 1 4 1 2 Providence 1 1 1 8 3 1
UMass Lowell 2 6 0 2 6 2 Connecticut 1 2 1 2 7 1
Merrimack 1 2 1 2 2 2 Vermont 0 4 2 1 4 5
Northeastern 1 2 1 1 5 2 Maine 0 2 0 4 6 0
Massachusetts 0 2 2 0 5 2
Vermont 0 2 2 0 3 3
Scoreboard
Scores
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Albany, Binghamton Too Much for Volleyball Team
by Sean Bailey T4
Sports Staff
Volleyball
The Friars are hitting the final 
games of the regular season, as they 
wrapped up their home schedule last 
week, falling to Binghamton 3-0 on 
Friday, Nov. 5, and losing on Saturday, 
Nov. 6, 3-0 against the Albany Great 
Danes. The week proved to be a series 
of unfortunate events for the Friars, 
as leading killer Lauren Fletcher '12, 
sustained a knee injury which knocked 
her out for the two matches against 
Binghamton (second in America 
East) and Albany (first in America 
East). The loss of Fletcher, combined 
with the sheer strength of the Friars' 
opponents, cast the Friars as a Rocky 
figure battling the big Russian Drago. 
Despite hanging around in every set 
the Friars played, it would not prove to 
be enough for the weekend.
On Friday, Nov. 5, the Friars collided 
with the Binghamton Bearcats, a team 
that was dueling it out for first in 
America East. The Friars would remain 
unfazed, and despite the lopsided 
score, the match was much closer than 
what the score indicates.
The Bearcats pounced early in 
the first set, leaping to a 2-0 lead, 
before the Friars tied it up at three. 
Following that, the Bearcats returned 
to form, striking three unanswered, en 
route to a 7-3 run, which swelled the 
Bearcat advantage to 10-6. The Friars 
would not roll over though, clawing 
to 12-9, keyed by a Shelagh Dolan '12 
kill. The Bearcats then went on a good 
run, outscoring the Friars 11-4. Again, 
the score looks lopsided compared
DAVID SILVERMAN/PROVIDENCE COLLEGE ATHLETICS
Emily Morris '11 had 11 digs in the Friars’ loss at the hand of Albany in their final home match of the 
season on Saturday, Nov. 6.
to the actual effort, as the Bearcats 
struggled for every point, and there 
were several great rallies during 
Binghamton's run. But despite being 
down 23-13, the Friars continued to 
grit their teeth and push on, as they 
ripped a 5-1 run, drawing the score 
to 24-18. It would be too little too late 
however, as Binghamton wrapped up 
the set on the next serve, notching the 
first set victory 25-18.
The second set would be much more 
tightly contested, seeing three ties 
before the Bearcats would assert their 
might on the injury-stricken Friars. 
The Bearcats would start the match 
on a 5-2 run before the Friars battled 
back to tie it at six, keyed by a Carly 
Morrison '12 kill and a Julia Claudy 
'13 kill. The Bearcats again mounted a 
run, grabbing an 11-8 lead, before the 
Friars fought back, keyed by a serve 
error and a Dolan kill, to tie the set up 
at 12. The Bearcats would surmount 
another run, this time taking over the 
whole set, going on a 13-5 run to end it. 
Again, in the third set the Friars 
gave everything that the Bearcats could 
handle, before succumbing. After 
the teams traded points to start, the 
Bearcats pounced and grabbed an 8-5 
lead, but the Friars would draw things 
even again at 11. The Bearcats would 
then gobble up eight unanswered to 
assume control of the set. In spite of 
the large lead, the Friars bucked up 
and battled to a 22-19 deficit, keyed 
by a kill and an ace by Lauren Hendel 
'12. The Bearcats settled things down, 
putting down the Friars for the last 
time, taking the last three points en 
route to a 25-19 win.
For the Friars, Hendel, Anne Powers 
'14 and Dolan were spectacular, 
notching six kills apiece. Morrison 
had 15 assists in the match along with 
four kills. And Cassie Muzzonigro '13 
had a team high 11 digs with Emily 
Morris '11 collecting nine digs for the 
Friars' defense.
In Saturday's matchup against first 
place Albany, the Friars would prove to 
be overwhelmed. The day opened with 
senior celebrations in the last home 
game, as Sondra Snyder '11, Kourtney 
Halliday '11 and Morris were honored. 
The Friars would bow out in straight 
sets to the Great Danes (18-25, 14-25, 
12-25). For the Friars, Halliday and 
Morris picked up 11 digs a piece, while 
Muzzonigro grabbed 13 kills. Snyder 
picked up three kills in her final home 
game for the Friars. Leading the Friars 
attack was Hendel who led the squad 
with 10 kills, with Dolan picking up 
seven. Morrison grabbed 15 assists in 
the match.
The two losses drop the Friars to 
10-22 on the season, and 2-9 in America 
East. The Friars final game of the season 
will be at UMBC on Sunday, Nov. 14.
Who Is Lee Westwood, HOCKEY: Solid Shutout
and Why Is He Number 1 ?
by Nick Aiken '12
Asst. Sports Editor
Commentary
The highest ranked golfer in the 
world, according to the Official World 
Golf Ranking, is a man whose last 
name begins with the letter W. And no, 
it is not Tiger Woods. Then who is it? 
The answer is Lee Westwood, the first 
European to hold the top spot since 
Nick Faldo did so in 1994.
Who is Lee Westwood and how 
the heck did he become the number 
one golfer in the world? Westwood 
was born and bred in Worksop, 
Nottinghamshire, England. He is a 
little bit of a pudgy fellow, but he 
was nonetheless able to convince his 
wife Laurae to say "I do" on their 
wedding day and have two children 
thereafter; their names are Samuel 
Bevan and Poppy Grace. On his 
website, leewestwood.com, is a list of 
Westwood's favorite hobbies which 
include film, snooker (a cue sport 
similar to pool), cars, and football (he 
is a very loyal fan of the Nottingham 
Forrest). Westwood is not renowned 
as a fan favorite or Mr. Personality by 
any means, but he is too busy cashing 
large checks to care.
So how did one of Robin Hood's 
"Merry Men" surpass Tiger Woods 
as the world's number one golfer 
Westwood, who plays most of his golf 
on the European Tour, and has won 
18 events on this tour, has also been 
victorious in America, Africa, Asia, and 
Australia. He has also been a key player 
on the European Ryder Cup team, 
competing in the last six successive 
competitions. 2010 was a career year for 
the Brit as he won the St. Jude Classic 
presented by Smith and Nephew and 
finished second at the Masters, British 
In my opinion, Westwood does not 
deserve to be the top ranked golfer in 
the world. He won one tournament on 
the PGA Tour and finished second a 
few times. Big deal! It just shows the 
flaws within the rankings system. And 
guess who is number two. It s that 
screwball Tiger Woods. When Woods 
did step onto the course last season, he 
took more swings than Lennox Lewis 
did during his whole career.
Coming in third in the official 
rankings is the young German 
sensation Martin Kaymer. Kaymer 
won the PGA Championship in August 
and has 16 professional wins overseas 
during his career, but is this kid really 
the third best golfer in the world? I 
don't think so.
Then who should be ranked number 
one? My vote would go to none other 
than Phil Mickelson. You either love 
the guy or hate him. You either think 
his smile is genuine or superficial. But 
you can't deny the fact that this guy 
has more talent in one finger than most 
other golfers have throughout their 
whole body. He won the Masters this 
past year, came in second at the Wells 
Fargo Championship, and tied for 
fourth at the US Open, which was good 
enough to put him at number four in 
the Official World Golf Rankings. He 
should be number one because he not 
only had the best season in 2010, but 
because he is the world's best golfer.
Does Lee Westwood deserve to be 
ranked in the top five? Yes, of course. 
But to deem his as the world's best 
golfer has got to be a joke. The face of 
golf is not looking so good right now. 
It went from being a sex addict to an 
Englishman who has a gap between 
his teeth that rivals that of Michael 
Strahan. All I can say is that Phil 
Mickelson better work his way up to 
the number one spot or else the.game 
continued from back page
Providence came out in the second 
period and cut the lead to 2-1 after only 
37 seconds when Eric Baier '11 ripped 
a slap shot from the point that was re­
directed on net by Tim Schaller '13. The 
Catamounts' goalie made the initial 
save, but Rooney was on the door step 
to score his first career goal. However, 
Vermont came back to regain their two 
goal lead at 17:49 when a UVM player 
fired a shot which eluded goaltender 
Alex Beaudry '12.
"Merrimack was doing well on their last 
couple of games," said Danny New '12. 
"We came out and knew they would play 
a hard hitting game and we played well 
against them."
Providence made it back into the game 
early in the third period to make it 3-2 when 
Derek Army '14 scored his second goal of 
the season. He collected the puck behind 
the Friar net and skated down the left wing 
before firing a back-hander into the back of 
the net at 2:39. Then at 13:26, Kevin Hart '14 
fired a shot from the point that was saved, 
but the rebound came back to Rooney who 
put home his second goal of the night on 
UVM to tie the game at 3-3.
Providence had two chances to score the 
game winning goal. First, Andy Balysky '12 
was set up right in front, but was stopped 
by the UVM goalie. Then, Ian O'Connor 
'11 had a partial breakaway, but the UVM 
goalie was again ready to stop him and 
keep the game tied. The PC penalty was 
strong in the third period as it battled 
through three power plays, including a 
two-man advantage.
"It was a great feeling to get that first 
one at home and have all my family and 
friends watching. It was nice to be able 
to get two against Vermont and help get 
the tie," said Rooney.
At the end of the night, Providence had 
a 41-34 shot advantage over UVM and 
Beaudry had a total of 31 saves for the night.
In their game against Merrimack on 
Friday, the Friars came to play hard. It 
and the first for a Providence goalie since 
2007. The final score in the Friars' second 
consecutive win on their home ice was 2-0. 
Merrimack fell to 2-2-2 overall and 1-2-1 in 
the conference.
"The shutout felt great," said Beaudry. 
"It was my first shutout too, which was 
nice; but right now we're really focused 
on getting as many points as we can so the 
wins are fee most important part."
The first period ended scoreless, but 
in the second period the Friars took the 
lead 1-0 at 14:37 when Schaller scored 
his second goal of the season. Balysky 
made a cross ice pass from his own 
end to Rooney down to the right wing 
boards. Rooney, who was hit along 
the boards, stayed on his feet and 
drove to the net before firing a wrist 
shot feat was saved by the Merrimack 
goalie. However, Schaller pounced on 
the rebound in front of the net to give 
Providence the lead.
In fee remaining minutes of fee 
game, Merrimack pulled their goalie for 
an extra skater in fee third period and 
had several shots from fee close, but 
Beaudry took away every chance. As the 
Warriors put pressure on the Friars, Matt 
Bergland '12 was able to clear fee puck 
to fee Merrimack zone where co-captain 
O'Connor raced to fee puck and tapped 
it into fee empty net from fee right circle 
wife four seconds remaining.
"The win over Merrimack was huge and 
gave us two points in Hockey East," said 
Rooney, "although we dug ourselves a hole 
early against Vermont, we stayed wife fee 
game plan fee coaches have set out for fee 
team and were able to come back and come 
away wife one point."
"We won't be satisfied unless we 
play the way we can," said Beaudry. 
"There's a lot of games left to be played, 
and we're all focused on keeping our 
level of play up."
PC returns to fee ice Friday, Nov. 12, 
when they play fee first of two away games
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The Men's Basketball Team opened 
up their season on Saturday, Nov. 
6 with an exhibition game against 
Bentley University. The game, held 
at the Dunkin' Donuts Center in 
downtown Providence, was won by 
the Friars, 83-76.
Despite their Division II status, 
the Bentley Falcons were able to 
compete with the Friars for the entire 
game. "Just because they've got a 
Division II name behind them doesn't 
mean they aren't good or better than 
a lot of Division I programs," said 
Providence Head Coach Keno Davis. 
"And I think our fans probably came 
away as much impressed with that 
Bentley squad as anything."
The Falcons came out of the box 
strong, outplaying the Friars for 
the majority of the first half with 
Bentley's biggest lead coming at 9:35 
of the first half when Tom Dowling 
hit a three-pointer to put his team 
up 23-15. Dowling and Brian Tracey 
did the majority of the scoring for 
Bentley, finishing with 27 and 24 
points, respectively.
In spite of the early deficit, the 
Friars were able to mount a first half 
comeback and take a 45-38 lead into 
the locker room at halftime. Marshon 
Brooks '11 hit a couple of big shots to 
decrease and eventually reverse the 
gap between the two squads. Brooks 
was relied upon heavily throughout 
the game to not only score points, 
but to ease the nerves of his younger 
counterparts and lead them on the 
court. "I think you always rely early 
in the season on your seniors," said 
Davis. "For a lot of our players, this 
was their first time in the Dunk."
It looked as if the tides were going 
to turn as the Friars took a lead into 
the second half, but they were unable 
to pull away from the Falcons. With 
just over a minute left, the Friars only 
led by three, but Vincent Council '13 
was able to increase the lead back up 
to five after knocking down a pair of 
free throws. Bentley quickly brought 
the ball down court, escaping the 
Friars' effort to trap, and it looked as if 
they would decrease their deficit back 
to three. But to the delight of all Friar 
Fanatics in attendance, Brooks swatted 
away Tracey's layup attempt. The ball 
bounced over to Council, who was 
promptly sent back to the line. Council 
proved his skill from the foul line, 
draining two more free throws to push 
the lead to 81-74.
With just under 20 seconds left 
in the game, Dowling made a layup 
to increase Bentley's total to 76 
points. Duke Mondy '13 then took 
an inbound pass and was quickly 
fouled, essentially securing an 83-76 
victory for the Friars.
In his press conference, Keno Davis 
said "the last 10 to 12 minutes, we 
were trying to win that game." He 
made it seem as if the Friars could 
have pulled away much earlier in the 
game if he would have implemented 
the necessary strategy to do so, but he 
stressed the importance of letting his 
younger players get their feet wet since 
the game was only an exhibition and 
did not count for their record.
"I think they [the freshmen] 
played well. Once we put in our 
plays, they will get more open 
looks," said Brooks after the game. 
"They were getting open looks 
today; they just didn't knock them 
down. Sometimes your shot is not 
going to fall. But they played hard." 
The Friars are very young and 
inexperienced, and have only been 
practicing together for a couple of 
weeks. They have yet to master either 
their offense or their defense, which 
was very evident during the opening 
game. Nonetheless, the Friars can take 
a lot of positives away from Saturday 
night as they get set to begin their 
season at home, on Saturday, Nov. 13, 
against Dartmouth.
"I'm most pleased with the effort 
in practice, the effort and attitude...I 
didn't sense panic tonight," said Davis. 
"We have to come out and be a better 
team when we play Dartmouth."
The Big Green were picked to finish 
eighth in the Ivy League this season in 
the conference's preseason poll.
by Joe Dalli '14 
Sports Staff
Swim & Dive
On Saturday, Nov. 6, the Men's and 
Women's Swimming and Diving Team, 
in their Big East opener, fell to the Seton 
Hall Pirates, with the men losing 162- 
126 and the women falling 173-112. 
Although the Friars swam extremely 
well, the Pirates, whose men's team was 
coming off big wins against both Drexel 
and Lafayette, and whose women's team 
is undefeated for the first time in their 
school's history, proved to be extremely 
tough competition.
"It was good to renew our rivalry 
with Seton Hall and to compete against 
some of the top swimmers in our 
conference," said Coach John O'Neill. 
"The Friars' performance this weekend 
in front of so many of our supporters 
was extremely encouraging."
Despite the tough loss, which keeps 
both teams winless for the season so 
far, the Friars had many bright spots 
during the meet and look to be on the 
verge of rapid improvement.
One such highlight was the 
performance of Jillian Mullaney '14. 
Thanks to her explosive performance 
in the 200-yard freestyle relay, leading 
the squad to a victory by posting a 
time of 25.51 in the first leg of the relay, 
Mullaney joins six of her teammates 
who have already qualified for the Big 
East Championship Meet in February.
The first win of the meet, however, 
did not come until the 23rd event, when 
captain Courtney Larcom '11 posted 
an outstanding time of 5:26.47 in the 
500-yard freestyle. Larcom's clutch 
performance earned nine points for the 
Friars, who kept the score very close for 
the majority of the meet. Additionally, 
Eric Burtchell '13, who swam in the 200- 
yard freestyle, earned a second-place 
finish for the Friars, and was just 0.04 
seconds behind the first place winner, 
Brian Pauling of Seton Hall.
On the diving side, Ben Kardian 
'13 and James Cebulski '11, who 
also qualified for the Big East 
Championship Meet, dominated the 
men's 1-meter dive. The tandem of
COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO
Eric Burtchell ’13 earned a close second place in 
the 200-yard freestyle against Seton Hall.
Kardian and Cebulski finished first 
and second, posting scores of 270.00 
and 243.90, respectively.
Aside from competing against Seton 
Hall this past weekend, the Friars also 
found time to give back to those who 
serve our country by participating 
in the 5th Annual Lt. Dennis Zilinski 
II "Run with Dennis." The event 
benefitted the 5th Annual Lt. Dennis 
Zilinski II Memorial fund, which was 
established by the friends and family 
of Lt. Zilinski who made the ultimate 
sacrifice for his country in Iraq in 
November of 2005. Such enthusiastic 
participation by the men and women 
of the swim team speaks volumes 
about how close the team is and how 
involved they are.
Up next for the Friars is a meet 
against Brown on Friday, Nov. 12. This 
meet will be the first of the season for 
the Bears of Brown, and will be an 
excellent opportunity for the Friars to 
get their first victory of the season.
Got a Minute?
Alexis Smith T2 catches up with Sean McBride ’ll of the Men’s Swim Team.
FRIARS: Dartmouth Next
continued from back page
Sean McBride 
Senior
Swim & Dive 
Rumford, RI
SOCCER: Hungry for a Win
continued from back page
Bearcats' win against the Friars came 
in the Big East First Round (2-0 on Nov. 
7, 2007) in Providence.
In other news, Cintron '13 was 
named to the College Soccer News 
National Team of the Week on Sunday, 
Nov. 7. Cintron ranks second on the 
team with 13 points and leads the team 
with nine assists.
"We are pleased to be moving on to 
.*• Red Bull Arena and the Big East Final 
Four Championship weekend, and 
more importantly, we are hungry for 
more," said Daley. "We have shown 
some great character and maturity in 
playing away from home and getting 
some good results. This will be our 
> fifth championship weekend in eight
Karaoke Song: "Bed Intruder Song" by 
Antoine Dodson
Dream Date: Lindsay Lohan circa 
Mean Girls
Oddest Thing in His Wallet: Ticket 
Stub from The Karate Kid
Surprising Skill: Irish Step Dance 
Must-See TV: 30 Rock
seasons, and we are hopeful we can 
take the next step and get to the finals 
to play for the championship on 
Sunday. The players are hungry for 





Midfielder Matt Marcin ’ll
Midfielder Andrew Souza ’ll
Midfielder Wilder Arboleda ’13
On the defense:
Goaltender Jhojan Obando ’12 
Defenseman David Datilus ’ll 
five-minute power play —drawn by 
Bacon against BU defender Kaleigh 
Fratkin at the 14:26 mark—by 
committing three minor infractions of 
its own. By the time Fratkin's major 
sentence was finished, the Terriers 
had scored a 4-on-4 and 4-on-3 goal to 
pull ahead, 3-1, and psychologically 
deplete their visitors.
"I think we've kind of run into some 
slumps, especially in the games that 
we've lost, where we aren't playing the 
same way that we come out," said Ruff.
Its those 10 minutes or however long 
it is that kills us. So that's something we 
need to work on. It's just making sure 
we capitalize on our opportunities."
That's what Ruff and her new 
associates did on Sunday, a day when 
opportunities were comparatively 
scarce. A stingy goaltending matchup 
between former Little Caesar's U19 
teammates Genevieve Lacasse '12 and 
Maine's Brittany Ott saw the Friars 
outshoot the Black Bears, 9-3, in a 
numb and uneventful opening frame. 
But with 19 seconds until intermission, 
the three starting forwards and 
defender Amber Yung 'll converged 
on Ott's crease and exulted when Yung 
shoveled home the icebreaker.
Ruff augmented the lead to 2-0 at 
9:42 of the second period, parking 
in the slot and one-timing Buie's 
pass from the far corner to the left of 
Ott. The difference stuck for another 
Zamboni shift, owing especially to the 
Black Bears' killing six PC power plays 
over the first 40 minutes.
And when the whistles started 
working against the Friars, the 
patient Mainers pounced and cut 
the lead with their own power play 
strike via Brittany Dougherty at 
6:40 of the third.
But off the ensuing draw, defender 
Maggie Pendleton '14 lassoed the puck 
and forwarded it to Veharanta, who 
bolted up the far lane and left a drop 
pass for Buie, who then renewed the 
two-goal edge just 11 seconds after 
Dougherty connected.
"That's quite a statement," said 
Deraney. "Not only a statement about 
our team, but a statement about the 
game. The fact that they cut the deficit 
to 2-1, and we put it back, there was no 
doubt who was going to win. That's 
what it basically said."
Added Pendleton, who earned her 
first college point with an assist on the 
dagger, "Especially after [Saturday], it 
was important for us to come out and 
not let the other team's performance 
get in our way and instead play our 
game, and that's what we did."
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Will offense or defense play a more pivotal role in the Men's Soccer Team's 
Big East Semi-final matchup against Cincinnati?
THE
DOPE SHEET
No matter what sport you play, 
there is a well saying: the best 
offense is a good defense. This is no 
different for the Men's Soccer Team. 
This Friday, Nov. 12, the Friars are 
facing off against the University of 
Cincinnati Bearcats in the semi-final 
game of the Big East Tournament.
The Friars are set on the offensive 
end, as their shots to goal ratio is higher 
than that of Cincinnati. The Bearcats 
take more shots than the Friars per 
game, but Providence has a stronger 
finishing record than Cincinnati.
All that aside, the Friars have a 
lower save percentage than that of their 
opponent. The Bearcats allow only six 
percent of goals into the net, whereas 
the Friars allow eight percent. This may 
not seem like a great difference, but 
when it comes down to the line, these 
numbers take on a higher significance.
I am not saying that the Friars' 
defense is bad; in fact they have only 
allowed an average of 12.4 shots on 
goal this season. Though this is slightly 
more than Cincinnati's 11.2 shots on 
goal average, the Friars do have one 
outstanding defensive advantage, 
which is that they play a clean game; 
clean games by the Friars result in less 
free opportunities for their opponents. 
In fact, the Friars have had only 18 
yellow cards this season. The Bearcats, 
in comparison, have had 34 yellow 
cards. This results in opponents having 
to find a more creative way around the 
Friars defense.
The key for the Men's Soccer Team 
to win against Cincinnati on Friday 
is their defense. The maxim that the 
best offense is a good defense, and this 
rings true for the Friars.
- Bridget Stack '13
When the Friars take to the pitch 
this Friday evening against the 
Cincinnati Bearcats, it will be the 
first time these two teams have faced 
each other since 2008, when each side 
was held scoreless and it ended in a 
0-0 draw. In their last six games, the 
Bearcats are 2-0-4. On the season, they 
are 7-4-7. Coach Chaka Daley knows 
that his Friar team will look to control 
the game and wait for that moment to 
counter and score the decisive goal.
The Friars lead the tournament in 
scoring thus far with five goals for 
and only one against. The majority of 
the team's offense comes from their 
leader Matt Marcin '11 who scored 
I twice against Villanova and set up 
the winning goal against the Hoyas.
The Friars have another finisher 
who uses his speed and God-given 
ability to get behind the defense and 
cause havoc around the box. Marc 
Cintron '13 will be playing 30 minutes 
from where he grew up and will have 
| no problem controlling the weight 
I on his shoulders. He had two assists 
against Villanova, and with 6:45 
remaining against Georgetown, he 
sent his school to the semi-finals of the 
Big East Tournament when he flicked 
the ball over the keeper's head. He 
also assisted on the first goal that was 
scored by Giuseppe Guerriero '12.
Cintron was named to the College 
Soccer News National Team of the 
Week this past Sunday and ranks 
second on the team with 13 points 
and leads the team with nine assists. If 
Marcin and Cintron can play it to one 
another through the midfield and up 
top the Friars will have a great chance 
of taking an early lead in this game. 
This high-powered offense is rolling. 
Who knows just how far it will go?
- Dan McNamara '13
by John Butler '11
Sports Editor
Sports Digest
25 Has a Nice Ring to It. It was 
announced on Tuesday that the Men's 
Soccer Team is now ranked 25th in 
the nation. The Friars are riding a 
seven-game unbeaten streak and are 
heading into the semi-finals of the Big 
East Tournament. Matt Marcin 'll and 
Company are taking care of business.
Salve Regina Up Next for Black 
Pack. Everybody loves a good rematch. 
And a good rematch is slated for 
this Saturday when the Rugby Team 
squares off against Salve Regina in 
postseason action. Providence suffered 
its only loss this season to Salve, a 
31-20 stumble on Sunday, Oct. 17. 
Providence enters the game having 
won three straight, the most recent a 
33-25 win over Babson.
Alumni Notes. One of the all- 
time Friar greats, Kim Smith '05, 
took fifth place in the New York City 
Marathon on Sunday, Nov. 5. During 
her Providence days, Smith was 
unstoppable. She collected four NCAA 
individual championships during her 
time as a Friar.
Cammi Granato '93, who played 
for the Women's Hockey Team, was 
inducted in to the Hockey Hall of 
Fame this week. Granato was named 
the ECAC Player of the Year for three 
consecutive years during her time at 
Providence College.
Crider and Anderson Join Keno's 
Recruits. Add two names to the 
developing roster for the 2011-12 Men's 
Basketball Team. It was announced 
on Wednesday that Markus Crider 
of Ohio and Kyan Anderson of Texas 
have signed National Letters of Intent 
to attend Providence beginning in 
September 2011. Anderson, a 5-11 
point guard, and Crider, a 6-6 forward 
are the first in the Class of 2011 to 
officialize their intention to matriculate 
at Providence College.
A Tip of the Cap. A tip of tire cap 
goes out to goaltender Alex Beaudry 
'12 of the Men's Hockey Team. Beaudry? 
notched his first collegiate shutout 
over the weekend. He followed up on 
his 29-save shutout Friday with a 31- 
save performance Saturday.
Rhode Island Radar. If you are 
keeping track of any overlaps between 
the Big East and Rhode Island 
basketball, URI's Monday night date 
with Pittsburgh surely showed up on’ 
your radar. Pitt, the No. 5 team in the 
nation and the Big East pre-season 
favorite, hosted the Rams this week 
for their season opener. Pitt outlasted 
Rhody 83-75. Providence is gearing 
up for the Friars' annual game against 
the Rams on Saturday, Dec. 4, at the 
Dunkin Donuts Center.
Hockey on the Upswing. Tilings 
are good these days around Schneider 
Arena, considering the great season 
that tlie Women's Hockey Team is 
having, and the comeback season that 
the Men's Hockey Team is hoping for. 
Head Coach Tim Army is leading a 
mix of veterans and newcomers who 
seem to be gelling and racking up 
some big wins. The Friars are playing 
two road non-conference games this 
weekend against Alabama-Huntsville, 
but they return to conference action 
with a home-and-away weekend 
series against Northeastern next week.
This Week's On-Campus Game to 
Catch. The much-anticipated season 
opener for the Women's Basketball 
Team arrives this weekend when the 
Friars take on Massachusetts at 2:00 
p.m. on Sunday, Nov. 14 in Mullaney 
Gymnasium. Providence earned a 
bid to the WNIT last season, and the 
Friars seem poised to pick up right 
where they left off last year.
This Week's Off-Campus Game 
to Read About. If you read about 
one off-campus game this year, it 
should be the Men's Soccer Team's 
Big East Semi-final match-up against 
Cincinnati on Friday, Nov. 12. The 
Friars and Bearcats will take the field 
at the Red Bull Arena in Harrison, NJ.
Here's to Your Health: The Stigma of Counseling
by Meg O'Neill '12 
Sports Staff
Healh & Fitness
College. These are the best years of 
our lives. We can do whatever we want, 
whenever we want. We don't need to 
worry about insurance, paying the rent, 
or keeping our first real job. In some 
respects we are "living the dream." Our 
parents keep reminding us how lucky 
we are that we do not have any real 
concerns. But is that entirely true? No, 
it's not. College students are bombarded 
by various stressors, all of which can 
affect our mental health, and in turn, 
physical health.
To start, most Providence College 
students have their days filled with 
classes, clubs, and commitments of all 
kinds. PC students need to include a 
good night's sleep on their to-do lists. 
In addition to all of these scholarly 
obligations, students face numerous 
issues outside of their academic 
responsibilities. The vast majority 
of students live with roommates 
who come from very different 
backgrounds and can possess many 
different habits and lifestyles.
Anxiety is not uncommon among 
college students. More people 
probably suffer from it than you 
would ever guess. People are inflicted
by panic disorders, obsessive 
compulsive disorders, depression, 
and just general anxiety due to 
different social situations or events 
that have occurred in the past. 
Deaths, eating disorders, traumatic 
stress, family problems, and change. 
These are just a few triggers that can 
affect a student's mental health.
All of these circumstances present 
students with unbearable stress and 
anxiety. They can feel trapped in what 
seems like a locked room. What can 
they do? Where can they go? Will 
anything make them feel better?
As all of you probably know, we have 
a counseling center on campus. (If you 
did not know, it is on lower campus, on 
the bottom floor of Bedford Hall, just to 
the left of the campus Health Center.) 
Many people are afraid to go here. 
Some people would even rather have 
four teeth pulled without Novocain 
than go to the counseling center.______
telegraph.co.uk
The stigma surrounding therapy 
and counseling is the word 'crazy.' 
Students think that if anyone finds 
out where they are going, they will 
be deemed crazy or different, or 
will be considered to have serious
psychological problems. But think 
about this: your brain is an organ. It 
is an organ just like your stomach, 
your heart, and even your bones. If 
you are having heart problems or 
break your leg, what do you do? 
You go to the doctor. If your heart is 
having problems, you do not hesitate 
to figure out a way to fix it. Why 
should such hesitation exist when it 
comes to the brain?
I implore you not to hesitate. 
If you let these issues go without 
help, whether it is with your heart 
or your brain, they will only fester 
and worsen. By ignoring what your 
brain is saying, you can feel worse 
mentally and it can even lead to 
physical pain. It can lead to sleepless 
nights, disruptive eating patterns, 
fatigue, lethargy, apathy, drug abuse, 
and many other issues that can arise 
if left unchecked.
The majority of counselors and 
therapists are not there to 'shrink' 
you. They are there to listen, to 
mentor, and to counsel. They can 
teach you baby steps to help you feel 
100 percent once again. It is possible.
So as final projects start being 
assigned, the stress of the holidays 
creeps up, and juniors start to pack 
for semesters abroad, just remember 
it is okay to talk to someone. PC gives 





Providence Advances to Big East Semi-finals
Cintron and Guerriero Score in Providence's Upset of Top Seed Georgetown Hoyas
by John Sessions '12 
Sports Staff
Men’s Soccer
The No. 25 nationally-ranked Men's 
Soccer Team (11-5-2) will play the 
University of Cincinnati on Friday, 
Nov. 12, at 5:00 p.m. in the Big East 
Championship Semi-finals at Red Bull 
Arena in Harrison, N.J. The match will 
be televised live on CBS College Sports.
The championship field was set 
on Monday, Nov. 8 after the Bearcats 
tied No. 9 Connecticut 1-1 in double 
overtime, but captured the penalty 
kick shootout (4-1). Louisville and 
Notre Dame will play in the other 
semi-final match at 7:30 p.m. The 
winners of each semi-final will meet 
in the championship match on Sunday, 
Nov. 14, at 12:00 p.m.
En route to the semi-final showdown, 
the Friars upset top seed and No. 20 
nationally-ranked Georgetown 2-1 on 
Saturday, Nov. 6, at North Kehoe Field 
in Washington, D.C. Marc Cintron '13 
scored in the 84th minute to break a 
1-1 tie. Thanks to Cintron's score, the 
Hoyas (11-6-1) are now waiting to see 
if they receive an at-large bid to the 
NCAA Tournament.
The Friars have now won six 
consecutive games for the first time since 
1984. Overall, it will be Providence's 
eighth appearance in the semifinals, 
including three in the last five years 
under Head Coach Chaka Daley.
"Obviously, we are very excited 
to win and advance to the first ever 
Big East Championship held at Red 
Bull Arena," said Daley. "The guys 
worked very hard against a very good 
Georgetown team, but we found a way 
to persevere and move on."
PC Rebounds in Thrashing of Maine
by Al Daniel '11
Sports Staff
Women’s Hockey
Last weekend for the first time 
this season, Women's Hockey 
Head Coach Bob Deraney made a 
voluntary (i.e. not forced by injury) 
tweak to his line chart.
Accordingly, the top two centers, 
Alyse Ruff '11, and Ashley Cottrell '12, 
swapped lines. Ruff was sandwiched by 
Cottrell's old wingers, Laura Veharanta 
'12 and Corinne Buie '14, while Cottrell 
was linked up with classmates Kate 
Bacon '12 and Abby Gauthier '12.
"Just trying to create a little bit more 
offense for us," Deraney reasoned. 
"And I thought there were some good 
results that came out of it. But we're 
trying to jumpstart our offense to go to 
another level. We haven't scored a lot 
of goals lately."
The immediate results were 
minute at best, as Cottrell nailed PC's 
lone goal in a fall-from-ahead 4-1 loss 
at Boston University on Saturday. 
The following afternoon, however, 
the redemption-starved Friars were 
buoyed by Ruff and her linemates, 
who each posted a plus-3 rating as 
part of a 3-1 home win over Maine.
"Coach didn't really tell us that he 
was switching the lines," said Ruff, 
who scored her third game-winning 
goal of the season along with an assist 
on Sunday and now leads all Hockey 
East skaters with a plus-14 rating.
"But it's nice. I enjoyed playing
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Marc Cintron '13 scored the game winning goal in Providence’s 2-1 upset of Georgetown in the Big 
East Tournament over the weekend.
The Friars took a 1-0 lead in the 55th 
minute when Cintron played a cross to 
Giuseppe Guerriero '12 who was able 
to get on the end of it and score his 
second goal of the season. The Hoyas 
responded in the 78th minute on a 
set piece as Ben Slingerland headed a 
pass from Steve Neumann.
With 6:45 remaining in the second 
half and overtime looming, Matt 
Marcin '11 played a through pass to 
Cintron who used his right foot from
PETE HEDBERG 'll/THE COWL
Genevieve Lacasse ’12 and the Providence defense held Maine to just one goal in the Friars’ 3-1
victory at Schneider Arena on Sunday, Nov. 7. 
with Kate and Abby. They play really 
well together. Buie is very fast and 
she's pretty physical, and Laura has 
speed as well and she has really nice 
hands, so it's fun playing with them 
and it's a nice change."
Change of nearly every kind was 
a must for the Friars after Saturday^ 
12 yards out to flick the ball over Hoya 
goalkeeper Matthew Brutto and into the 
net, allowing the Friars to take the lead 
for good. It marked the second goal of 
the season for Cintron, who also assisted 
on Providence's first goal.
Goalkeeper Jhojan Obando '12 
finished with five saves, including 
several point-blank stops to lead the 
Friars to victory. Obando made a 
sprawling stop off the head of Jose 
Colchao in the 29th minute. Early on 
debacle, when they egregiously whiffed 
on a chance to clip one of the nation's 
certified powerhouses.
With a 1-1 deadlock at hand late 
in the second period, Providence 
squandered a full four minutes of a
FRIARS/ Page 30 
For the inside scoop: 
Bridget Stack ’13 and Dan 
McNamara ’13 talk Big East 
Men’s Soccer action in PCI 
on page 31.
in the second half, Ian Christianson 
ripped a left-footed volley, but 
Obando again made an acrobatic stop 
to keep the match scoreless.
The Friars are no strangers 
to beating top seeds at the Big 
East Tournament. Last season, 
Providence eliminated No. 1 seed 
Connecticut, and in 2006 they ousted 
top seed Cincinnati.
Cincinnati (7-4-7), which is 
unbeaten in the last six matches 
(2-0-4), earned its way to the Big 
East Championship after battling 
Connecticut to a 1-1 double overtime 
tie in the quarterfinals, but the 
Bearcats prevailed in the penalty kick 
shootout, 4-1. Matt Bahner leads the 
team in scoring with seven goals and 
five assists for 19 points, while Mark 
Konitsch (two goals, four assists) and 
Weightman (four goals, two assists) 
are tied for second with 10 points 
each. Williams has played in all 18 
matches and has nine shutouts.
Providence is 2-1-2 all-time against 
Cincinnati, including a 2-1 mark in the 
Big East Tournament. The last meeting 
between the two teams resulted in 
a scoreless double overtime draw 
in Providence on Sept. 19, 2008. The 
Friars' two wins against Cincinnati 
came in the East Quarterfinals (2-0 
on Oct. 28, 2006) and the Big East 





by Alexis Smith '12
Sports Staff
Men’s Hockey
A perfect comeback and a beautiful 
shutout are the two home games the Friars 
played last weekend. The Men's Hockey 
Team tied the University of Vermont 3-3 
Saturday night in a Hockey East game and 
won 2-0 over Merrimack on Friday night 
for Providence's first shutout since 2007. 
The Friars improved to 3-4-2 overall and 
3-2-2 in league play.
"We pushed back at them hard, 
both teams," said Coach Tim Army 
of the past two games. "That was the 
challenge going in and I was happy 
with the outcome."
Leading the Friars was Chris Rooney 
'13, who scored his first two collegiate 
goals for the team. They had to right 
their way through when the Catamounts 
jumped out to a 2-0 lead in the first period 
after scoring twice on a power play in a 
span of 29 seconds.
"I have just been focusing on my 
defensive aspect of the game and have 
tried to use my speed to my advantage 
while playing physical and everything else 
will fall into play," said Rooney.
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